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Magical Christmas Ornament (2017) 
Non-Fiction Editor Marie (Jessica Lowndes) who works for the Lionsrun Publishing company, wants to edit 
fiction. Lionsrun Publishing Executive Henry (Judah Katz). Podcaster-Novelist Clark Houseman Stephen 
Huszer). Co-worker Andi Fitzgerald (Farah Merani).   
 

 
Marie tells her boss, Henry, that after two years of building up the non-fiction division, she wants to do fiction.. 
(Some of her successful non-fiction edited books include a cook book by a famous chef, a “Fisherman’s Guide” 
and “Engaging in a New Business”).  He says he will give her that chance if she continues to work on some 
non-fiction projects, and she agrees. She tells her co-worker Andi, who says the news is a step in the right 
direction. 
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Later, Henry calls her in to say he has a novelist whose new book he wants her to edit. What he doesn’t tell her 
is that the novelist is Clark Houseman. Marie and Clark were college sweethearts four years ago and the 
relationship didn’t end well. Now she’s assigned to editing his new novel, which hasn’t been written yet. They 
spar during their initial meeting with Henry, who asks them if their prior relationship will be a problem.  Both 
say no (although she does mention when asked if she will push him to write the novel, she says she will and that 
pushing Clark off a cliff is not a bad idea). She tells Clark at their next meeting she wants pages, not transcripts 
of his podcasts. Marie tells Andi all the gory details about the meeting – and how she feels about Clark. 
While on a romantic getaway years ago, he broke up with Marie on Christmas Eve. Perhaps this is why Marie is 
something of a Grinch. Even her mother can’t seem to convince Marie to indulge in some holiday cheer. This 
year, she’s changing things and sending Marie Christmas ornaments from their family trees over the years. 
Ornaments that, along with memories, seem to carry magic.  

 
When Clark  finally turns in the manuscript, it is all about their relationship in great detail. She is furious. He 
says, “What can I say: you’re my muse. I want to capture all the emotions of first love.” 
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After a blow-up at the Christmas party, -- he pitched her idea to relaunch the children’s book department 
without her permission -- Henry wants to take Marie off Clark’s book, but Clark tells him he wouldn’t have it, 
and that Marie was the best editor he’s ever worked with. She says she wants to do the children’s book 
department. Henry tells her children’s books are off the table. She resigns. She plans to publish children’s books 
at her new boutique agency.  

 
After a bad breakup, former Christmas lover and publishing executive of non-fiction books, Marie loses her 
holiday spirit. Trying to restore it, her mother begins sending Marie Christmas ornaments from her childhood. 
As each ornament arrives Marie notices a new coincidental blessing comes with it. Marie meets her neighbor, 
Nate (Brendan Penny), a nurse, in their building’s elevator and later runs into him while planning a toy drive at 
the hospital where he is a pediatric nurse.  
Marie’s friend and co-worker Andi sees a spark between them, and encourages Marie to pursue Nate. Nate buys 
Marie a Christmas tree and helps her decorate it. Thanks to Nate, Marie feels more spirited and agrees to join 
him ice skating. Both the ice skating date and the pancakes they have after seemed to stem from the ornaments’ 
magic.  
At work, Marie’s boss assigns her a new author to edit, Clark (Stephen Huszar), the man who broke her heart. 
Not wanting to miss a professional opportunity to pursue her fiction editing passion, Marie puts her feelings 
aside to edit the book. Marie has mixed emotions, though, when she discovers that Clark’s book is based on 
their relationship. Though he still has feelings for her, Marie keeps their relationship professional. As they 
spend more time together, Nate and Marie grow closer. However, Marie feels jealousy toward Nate’s beautiful 
coworker, Leslie (Kristen Kurnik). Afraid of being burned again, Marie ends this budding relationship. Nate, in 
turn, decides to spend the holidays with family instead of with Marie. Feeling lost both at work and in love, 
Marie is relieved when her mother makes a surprise visit. Her mom shows her the Christmas magic has been in 
her all along, and gives her the confidence to pursue her work goals, and to try to win Nate back. In order to 
follow her passion of children’s literature, Marie resigns, but not before throwing a wonderful Christmas party 
at the children’s hospital. Her client reads a Christmas book he wrote to the kids, and Marie announces that she 
plans to publish it at her new boutique agency. Though she has her Christmas spirit back and is on the right path 
with her career, Marie is uncertain if her efforts to win Nate back will be successful. As Christmas approaches, 
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Marie hopes for one more blessing from her magical Christmas ornaments. And she gets it.  She and Nate plan 
to spend the rest of their lives together. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2017 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Marie, Andi Fitzgerald). Male (Henry, Clark Houseman).  
Ethnicity: Asian (Andi Fitzgerald). White (Marie, Henry, Clark Houseman). 
Media Category: Undefined (Book Publishing) - Internet 
Job Title: Editor (Marie, Andi Fitzgerald). Columnist-Podcaster (Clark Houseman). Publisher (Henry).  
Description: Major: Marie, Positive 
Description: Minor: Clark Houseman, Henry, Andi Fitzgerald, Positive.  
 
 
 
Marry Me at Christmas (2017) 
News Media. Public Relations. 
 

 
News Media coverage of action star Jonny Blaze and stories about him and pictures are seen all over magazines and 
Internet news-gossip sites as well as a television interview show. A local resident, Madeline Krug, who has been 
swept off her feet by the action star, reads all of the material and thinks it is true – but it’s either made up or part of 
his publicity agency’s campaigns. She is angry until he explains how wrong or distorted all of the press coverage is 
when it comes to his private life. It’s all publicity.  
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Organizing a Christmas wedding is a true treat for bridal boutique owner Madeline Krug. She loves the challenge of 
finding the perfect dress for the bride and orchestrating an exquisite event. What Madeline didn’t expect was to be 
swept off her feet by the bride’s gorgeous brother, movie star Jonny Blaze. Jonny came to the  town of Fool’s Gold 
to support his sister, not to fall in love. Yet Madeline is the most extraordinary woman he has ever met. Planning the 
perfect wedding leads to candlelit dinners and strolls through snow-covered streets. Madeline finds the real Jonny 
even more captivating than her celebrity crush. Will the action star be brave enough to take on the role of a lifetime? 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2017 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Group-3 
Ethnicity: Unspecified-3 
Media Category:  Television - Internet 
Job Title: Unidentified News Staff-3 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Unidentified News Staff-1, Negative. Unidentified News Staff-2, Neutral 
 
 
 
 
A Martha Vineyard Mystery: A Beautiful Place to Die (2019) – Number One in the series 
Investigative Reporter Jackie Shawl (Chelsea Hobbs) of the Vineyard Gazette News. 
 

 
Retired New York detective Jeff Jackson (Jesse Metcalfe) and Dr. Zee Madeiras (Sarah Lind), the acting medical 
examiner at Martha’s Vineyard and an old school friend of Jackson’s, work together to solve the murder of a 
mysterious young man. After being forced into early retirement, former detective Jeff Jackson returns to a quiet 
life on Martha's Vineyard. Quiet, at least, until a body washes up and he's drawn back into crime solving. 
Shawl looks into corruption of a charity. She tries to find out more about a body found in Martha’s Vineyard, 
but Dr. Zee Madieras refuses to talk to her until she finishes her examination.  
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Jackson reads one of her articles and goes to see her because he wants to know more about the article she wrote 
about one of the persons of interest in the murder. While they are talking, Shawl sees the executive director of a 
rich charity, and tries to interview her about the murder. But she says she’ll talk to the reporter later.  

 

 
The reporter and Jackson see each other again and she tells him, “My friend at the Globe knows you. She says 
to trust you, so I’ll tell you my story and you’ll tell me about the body you found?”  That’s a deal, he answers. 
The reporter says a source told her someone is swindling a lot of money out of the charity. She got the IRS to 
investigate the situation.  They discuss the case.  
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In their third meeting, Shawl tells Jackson the IRS didn’t find anything and she thinks someone cooked the 
books and covered their tracks. He says maybe her source was wrong. She says she doesn’t think so since the 
source was the head of the charity.  

 
Based on the 1989 book by series author Philip R. Craig, the series is about young and retired Boston 
Police Detective Jeff Jackson (Jesse Metcalfe) who returns home to Martha’s Vineyard for the quieter life 
after he was injured on the job. After discovering the body of a mysterious visitor to town, Jeff 
reluctantly helps Chief Madieras (Eric Keenleyside) find the killer. He’s also reunited with an old friend, 
Zee Madieras (Sarah Lind), who’s a doctor and acting medical examiner. Since A Beautiful Place to Die 
is the first movie in the Martha’s Vineyard series, there was a little backstory building. We find out that 
Jeff was shot in the back while on duty and has a bullet lodged very close to his spine. We also find out 
that Jeff and Zee were good friends and there was a romantic connection that never went anywhere.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Jackie Shawl) 
Ethnicity: White (Jackie Shawl) 
Media Category: Newspaper 
Job Title: Reporter (Jackie Shawl) 
Description: Major: Jackie Shawl, Positive 
Description: Minor: None 
 
 
 
A Martha Vineyard Mystery: Riddled with Deceit (2019) – Number Two in the series 
Investigative Reporter Jackie Shawl (Chelsea Hobbs) of the Vineyard Gazette News covers the story of a missing 
emerald brooch. Magazine writer A.J. Sharma (Steve Dhillon) of Cultural Indian Magazine. The Boston Messenger 
newspaper front page.  
 

 
Reporter Jackie Shawl is back. One reviewer wrote: People from the press tend to be the villains in stories like this. 
But Jackie seems to generally stay on the up and up. Plus, we can’t help that we love Jackie and her wit. She is a 
genuinely good reporter and she has a lot of integrity. Probably the biggest reason why Jeff never seems to mind 
working with her. Jackie always seems to turn out to be an extremely valuable resource. 
Another journalist, A.J. Sharma, is doing an article on the legendary emerald brooch for his Cultural Indian 
Magazine.  The two journalists shake hands.   
The brooch is owned by Dr. Zee Madeiras’ friend, Britt Prajna, and is worth $5 million dollars.  
Former detective Jeff Jackson teams up with Dr. Zee Madeiras to track down their friend's missing emerald brooch, a 
thief, and also a murderer.  
Five million dollars of cursed emeralds are stolen from an auction house and are put on sale on the black market. 
Britt Prajna, the rightful owner of the emeralds, enlists the help of her friend, Dr. Madeiras, to find the precious 
stones. Zee teams up with former detective Jeff Jackson to retrieve the emeralds. After the emeralds are stolen from 
the hotel safe -- where Britt wanted to show off the emeralds at her upscale hotel -- a series of events occur. Britt is 
attacked at home and later, a member of Britt's family is murdered. Can Jeff and Zee recover the diamonds and 
uncover the killer before more tragedies occur? Are the crimes even being committed by the same person? 
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Later, Jeff sees Jackie in a fish restaurant and she says she knows he was at the robbery site. When he asks her who 
told her that, she says she can’t reveal her source. “Do you want to give me a statement?”  Jeff: “You know the rules.  
Talk to the chief if you want a statement.”  “I always tried. He gave me nothing…I thought you and I had a better 
relationship.”  Jeff declines to talk.  

 
 Jeff meets with the reporter again and tells her he has another story for her. She says, “I’m all ears.” He tells her 
about a mysterious death and she reveals her source for the story hoping he can ferret out the killer. Jeff thinks her 
source is the one who stole the emeralds.  

 
At another meeting arranged by Jeff, she wants to know if he called her because he has a scoop for her. “No scoops,” 
he laughs. “I asked you to meet me because I could use your help.” He wants to know what she knows about a 
couple involved in the case. She tells him everything she knows about the man and woman.  
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She calls him with information on another suspect that she got from a source, information about selling stolen jewels 
that was expunged from his record. 

 
A story in the Gazette comes out calling the theft an an “inside job.”  Jeff confronts Jackie: “So now the Gazette 
peddles in gossip?”  Jackie tells him, “It wasn’t my article, Jeff. I promise you whatever I write about this story will 
be the whole truth. You have to trust me.”  “Do I,” says Jeff.  She gives him more information she dug up. He tells 
her he’ll let her know what he finds.  
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Britt gets a message from journalist A.J. Sharma asking her to meet him at the Lighthouse for an interview. When 
Dr. Zee and Jeff see Sharma at the hotel, he tells them he never asked Britt to meet him at the Lighthouse.  They 
realize Britt’s life is in danger. They rescue their friend, capture the crooks and Jeff finds the emeralds in a hiding 
place.  

 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Jackie Shawl). Group.  
Ethnicity: White (Jackie Shawl). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Newspaper 
Job Title: Reporter (Jackie Shawl). Unidentified News Staff. 
Description: Major: Jackie Shawl, Positive 
Description: Minor: Unidentified News Staff, Neutral 
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MatchMaker Mysteries: A Killer Engagement (2019) 
Reality TV Host Angela “Angie” Dove (Danica McKellar). Producer Paige (Corey Lee). Executive Benjamin (Jsin 
Sasha). News Media Circus.  Pack Journalists. Reporter (Janice Gencher). TV Anchor (Katherine Dines), Channel 5 
News. 
 

 

 
As the host of her own reality TV show, professional matchmaker Angie Dove (McKellar) delights viewers with her 
humor, warmth and incredible gift for helping single people find their one-and-only. Her keen observational skills 
and insight into the human heart have never failed her. On her program, Angie brings a friend, Aaron Scheller, 
(Randy Thomas) and the woman he loves together. Everyone is thrilled, including Angie’s producer, Paige. Then his 
new wife is murdered and he is accused of killing the woman he met and proposed to on Angie’s show. Angie is 
caught in the middle. 
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As the daughter of retired detective (Boxleitner), Angie knows a thing or two about solving crimes and decides to 
launch her own investigation to clear Aaron’s name. Angie uses keen observational skills and insights into human 
behavior to try to solve the case. By-the-book detective Kyle Cooper isn’t thrilled but can’t help but admire her 
ingenuity and contributions. 
Benjamin is worried about Angie’s show and how it brought the couple together now that the wife is dead and the 
husband, who surrendered to Angie, is in jail – “my first year at the network and your season…and this 
happens…our only chance is to lay low and hope no one notices. Stay as far away from this as possible.”   

 
Channel 5 News TV Anchor reports Angie Dove (aka the Matchmaker) set up the suspect, who turned himself into 
none other than Angie Dove, and the victim on her popular TV show. She is shocked by the onslaught of publicity 
when she sees that she is a celebrity featured on the nightly news. At police headquarters, she is mobbed by the news 
media (the anchor reports it as a “news media circus”) as the detective escorts her through the crowd of reporters. 
Executive Benjamin says it’s all over and everyone will lose their jobs. But producer Paige tells a worried Angie that 
the case has turned her into an Internet celebrity and her numbers on the show were spiking upward. 
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Angie and Kyle solve the case together and Angie gets back to work. She and her producer haven’t heard from the 
network and are still worried that her TV show will be cancelled, but over dinner, Paige gets a phone call: the show 
has been renewed for another year. Everyone at the dinner table, including the detective, are all smiles as they offer a 
toast of congratulations. 
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Angie Dove, Paige, Reporter). Male (Benjamin). Group. 
Ethnicity: Asian (Paige). White (Angie Dove, Reporter, Benjamin). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Television – Internet  
Job Title: Anchor-Host (Angie Dove). Producer (Paige). Executive (Benjamin). Reporter (Reporter).  
 Pack Journalists. 
Description: Major: Angie Dove, Paige, Positive.  
Description: Minor: Benjamin,  Positive. Reporter, Neutral. Pack Journalists, Negative,. 
 
 
McBride: Anybody Here Murder Marty? – Number Six in the Series (2005) 
TV Talk Show Host Marty Caine (Jack Scalia). Producer Becky Tranter (Lisa Brenner). Executive Producer 
Arnie (Sam McMurray). Marty’s assistant Aaron Glover (Brian Bloom). Reporter (Julianna Robinson). Pack 
Journalists.  
 

 
Tracy Ann Kennicot is an aspiring singer who appears on a popular TV talk show – The Marty Caine Show. 
Caine is a replica of Jerry Springer, whose daytime talk show featured controversial topics and outrageous guest 
behavior. He brings out her long-time boyfriend, Joe Devine, and says Tracy has something to tell him. But 
first, Joe has a question for her. He asks her to marry him. Marty says to Tracy, “Joe is waiting for an answer 
but before you give it, do you want to tell him your secret?”  She tells him she's seeing someone else. Another 
man walks out. It's his friend Eddie who says, “Sorry pal.” Joe tries to hit Eddie and is restrained. As he is taken 
out he shouts, “Who do you think you are? I’ll kill you for this, Marty.”  Marty to audience: “Ladies and 
gentlemen, it may have taken a thousand shows, but you heard it right here tonight. Live. I just got my first 
death threat. (laughs) How sweet it is. So until the next time. Love, peace and happiness.”  
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There is a party celebrating Marty Caine’s 10 years on the air.  Becky is supervising Marty’s 10 years doing the 
show. “And counting. Look out, Oprah.” Marty is murdered in his dressing room, knocked in the head by his 
People’s Choice award. Mike McBride defends Devine interviewing all of the principals. Each recreates their 
last moments with Marty. 
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As McBride and Devine leave the police station, the news media descends on them. Tracy joins them to tell Joe 
she still loves him. He says she broke his heart. When reporters ask him how he fells about Tracy, he tells them, 
“I still love her.”  As they walk away from the news media, McBride tells Devine: “Let me give you a piece of 
advice. Stay away from reporters. They’re not your friends.”  
 

 
TV News keeps showing the clip of Joe threatening Marty on the air, Marty’s reaction and interviews with the 
principals. McBride wins the case, exonerates Joe and proves Becky Tranter is the murderer. He had fired her 
father who became a drunk, “a bum and a loser,” Marty tells her. She killed him because he broke her father’s 
heart.  
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The news media is there to greet Joe and Tracy as they leave the courtroom with McBride and his associate. 
“Get ready for it,” McBride tells Joe and Tracy. The female reporter asks, “So what does it feel like to be a free 
man, Joe?”  Joe: “It feels good. It feels very good.”  The reporter then asks Tracy: “Tell us how you feel now 
that the trial’s over and Joe’s free.”  When the pack journalists see Becky being taken out, they leave Joe with 
Tracy in mid-sentence and rush over to her. Reporter: “Becky, do you have any words for us?”  
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Lawyer Mike McBride is a curmudgeon with a heart of gold. He takes cases based on their merit rather than on 
their monetary value, which often leads to terse notices from bill collectors. A disillusioned member of 
the LAPD, McBride left the force after 12 years and went back to school to become a lawyer. McBride, 
sidekick Phil Newberry, and McBride's former girlfriend Detective Roberta Hansen, help him solve crimes. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2005 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Becky Tranter, Reporter). Male (Marty Caine, Arnie, Aaron Glover). Group. 
Ethnicity: White (Becky Tranter, Reporter, Marty Caine, Arnie, Aaron Glover). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Host (Marty Caine). Producer (Becky Tranter, Arnie). Employee (Aaron Glover). Reporter  

(Reporter). Pack Journalists.  
Description: Major: Marty Caine, Becky Tranter, Negative. 
Description: Minor: Arnie, Aaron Glover, Positive.  Reporter, Pack Journalists, Negative. 
  
 
 
McBride: Dogged  (2007) – Number Nine in the Series 
Newspaper clipping helps McBride solve a case. Pack Journalists.     
 

 
The annual Los Angeles Kennel Club Dog show gets treated to an unexpected surprise when a backstage 
murder incriminates the winning canine’s handler.  
A newspaper clipping without the name of the newspaper or a date contains a Laker score that makes it possible  
for Phil to figure out when the newspaper was printed. 
McBride’s detective friend, Roberta Hansen, is shown the clipping that someone sent to the murder victim 
before he died. “All we have is the headline. Phil figured out the date from the basketball score (February 18, 
1998).”  She says you haven’t been looking hard enough. She wants a photocopy. Between them they figure out 
the medical examiner featured in the story.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2006 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Group-2 
Ethnicity: Unspecified-2 
Media Category: Newspaper - Television 
Job Title: Pack Journalists. Miscellaneous (Unidentified News Staff). 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Pack Journalists, Unidentified News Staff, Neutral 
 
 
 
McBride: Fallen Idol (2006) – Number Seven in the Series 
Pack Journalists.  
 
McBride (John Larroquette) introduces his young associate, Phil Newberry (Matt Lutz), to his mentor and idol, 
superstar defense attorney Grayson Franks (Madison Mason). After a dazzling display of his courtroom magic, 
Franks invites the two men to his palatial home to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the day he passed the bar 
exam. The press greets Franks outside the courtroom to ask him about the case. 

 
Franks’ wife Tracy (Cindy Picket), son Dean (Brian McGovern), daughter-in-law Rochelle (Melissa Keller) and 
devoted personal secretary Kathy Brown (Delaine Yates) are among the friends and family on hand to honor the 
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great man. Several days later, Detective Roberta Hansen (Marta DuBois) calls with bad news. Franks was found 
stabbed to death outside his home. Apparently it was a robbery gone bad; his wallet and diamond-encrusted 
Rolex are both missing. McBride takes the case of a teenager accused of a murder during a botched robbery – a 
case where the victim was McBride’s mentor. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2006 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Group 
Ethnicity: Unspecified 
Media Category: Newspaper - Television 
Job Title: Pack Journalists 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Pack Journalists, Neutral 
 
 
 
McBride: It's Murder, Madam – Number Three in the Series (2005) 
TV Reporter-Newscaster (Jean Carol). 
 

 
Heather Bronson (Sarah G. Buxton) is an attractive, self-centered, 30- something woman with expensive tastes, 
but she lacks the money to support her fondness for finer things. The high-end L.A. clothing shop where she 
outfits herself will no longer accept her credit – she already owes the store thousands of dollars. But Heather 
isn't embarrassed when she's turned away; she's outraged.  
When the high-class Beverly Hills madam is murdered, the likely suspect seems to be a fresh-scrubbed Omaha 
call girl seeking revenge for a date-gone-bad. That is until maverick attorney McBride stumbles upon the 
madam's incriminating e-mails and a deadly blackmail plot. 
In one flashback, an actor who used Heather’s girls as escorts to hide his closeted gay lifestyle was threatened 
by Heather who blackmailed him.  
McBride seems to be running out of murder suspects. But then he and Phil discover that Nick, the private 
detective, is working for Victoria Sawyer. They begin to suspect that Victoria wasn't just a friend; perhaps she 
was the one who provided financial backing for Heather's business. They want to know what she was having 
Nick search for in Heather's computer.  
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Back at Heather's home, Phil scours every file in Heather's computer but finds nothing that will incriminate 
Victoria.  
Meanwhile, McBride is sifting through books and CDs on Heather's shelves. He picks one CD out of the stack. 
The packaging says it's a Christmas CD, but inside is a personal CD that Phil pops into the computer. Lo and 
behold, it's the evidence everyone was searching for: complete records of Heather's business, client names, 
employee names and details of her financial dealings with the woman who bankrolled her, Victoria Sawyer. 
McBride lowers the boom on Victoria when he gets her on the witness stand in the Marilyn Fletcher murder  
trial. He confronts her with all of the evidence he has gathered; he asserts that she also was being blackmailed 
and, unlike the others, she fought with Heather and the fight turned to murder. And he can prove it. The wound 
on her hand, bandaged because of what she had said was a dog bite, is actually the bite of a human. And the bite 
mark, McBride asserts, will match Heather's dental pattern to a tee. In the face of this evidence, Marilyn 
Fletcher is found not guilty and Victoria Sawyer is promptly arrested. McBride has saved another innocent 
defendant! –  
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2005 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (TV Reporter). 
Ethnicity: White (TV Reporter). 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Reporter (TV Reporter). 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: TV Reporter, Positive 
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McBride: Murder Past Midnight  (2005) – Number One in the Series 
Pack Journalists cover a murder case and its retrial. 
 

 
The district attorney warns McBride not to try the case in the news media.  
McBride is a former cop-turned-defense lawyer with a penchant for taking on "lost cause" cases. After serving 
as a juror on an attempted murder case, McBride reluctantly agrees to represent the defendant in her retrial. 
Assisted by the case's former public defender, Phil Newberry, and McBride's ex, Roberta Hanson, the three 
attempt to unravel the mystery of a tycoon nearly poisoned to death, and the many mysteries surrounding the 
case. 
 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2006 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Group 
Ethnicity: Unspecified 
Media Category: Newspaper - Television 
Job Title: Pack Journalists 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Pack Journalists, Neutral 
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McBride: Requiem – Number Ten in the Series (2006) 
Reporter (Julianna Robinson).  
 

 
TV Reporter covers the death of a classical violinist. Later, television covers a press conference.  
 
 McBride sets out to find the killer and clear the accused, convinced that the murderer was someone else that the 
violinist knew. 
 
Lawyer Mike McBride is a curmudgeon with a heart of gold. He takes cases based on their merit rather than on 
their monetary value, which often leads to terse notices from bill collectors. A disillusioned former member of 
the LAPD, McBride left the force after 12 years and went back to school to become a lawyer.  
 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2006 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (TV Reporter) 
Ethnicity: White (TV Reporter) 
Media Category: Television  
Job Title: Reporter (TV Reporter) 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: TV Reporter, Positive 
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McBride: Semper Fi – Number Eight in the Series (2007) 
Reporter (Julianna Robinson). Pack Journalists.  
 

 
At the beginning of the film, McBride is wrapping up a case. When it’s over, the news media tries to interview 
the men convicted of the crime and the man McBride just proved innocent.  No other reporters show up during 
the body of the program.  
 

 
Lawyer Mike McBride is a curmudgeon with a heart of gold. He takes cases based on their merit rather than on 
their monetary value, which often leads to terse notices from bill collectors. A disillusioned former member of 
the LAPD, McBride left the force after 12 years and went back to school to become a lawyer. McBride, 
sidekick Phil Newberry, and McBride's former girlfriend Detective Roberta Hansen, help him solve crimes. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2007 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (TV Reporter). Group. 
Ethnicity: White (TV Reporter). Unspecified. 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Reporter (TV Reporter). Pack Journalists. 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: TV Reporter, Pack Journalists, Negative 
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McBride: Tune in for Murder (2005) – Number Five in the Series 
Talk-Show Hosts Ron Garrison (Frazer Smith) and Bob Carter (John Kapelos), co-anchors of the Ron and Bob 
Show, a popular morning drive-time local talk show on station KTMB 109.9 FM.  Station Manager Paul Belsen 
(Jack Conley). Talk-Show Host Leslie Summers (Bridget Ann White). Talk-Show Host Kyle Ward (Wren T. 
Brown). Talk-Show Host Ed Harding (Victor McCay).  Talk-Show Host Danny Doyle (John Kassir). 
Journalism student Patti. KTMB Staff.   
 

 
McBride's case involves two larger than life radio stars who host the highly successful morning show Ron and 
Bob. McBride and Phil (Matt Lutz) are driving to the office when Phil turns on the Ron and Bob Show, a 
popular morning drive-time shock-duo on local talk show station KTMB at 109.9 FM on the dial. Ron is mean, 
condescending and constantly insults their listeners, calling them “hapless freaks”  while Bob tries to maintain 
some order and sanity to the broadcast. McBride is less than impressed by their patter, but Phil is a fan. After a 
typical broadcast, Bob asks Ron why he has to be such a jerk. “Why do you think reality programming is so 
popular? Why do you think I’m so popular,” Ron tells Bob. “Just giving them what they want, Bob…People 
love to be humiliated.” Bob: “Can we try something else besides the phone gags?” Ron: “If you don’t like the 
way I do the show, you can leave.” Bob: “You don’t do the show alone, Ron, I mean, we’re a team.” Ron: 
“Some team, I get the laughs, you get a check.”  Station Manager Paul Belson comes in and sarcastically asks if 
they are having their “daily comradery.” After another insult, Bob says, “I’m kind of looking forward to doing 
that remote from your funeral. Should bring in big laughs and huge ratings.” Ron meets with Paul and asks him, 
“How important am I to this station. Paul: “I think you know we consider your show very important to us. Ron: 
“You’re kidding me, right. I’m the highest-rated morning radio show in America.” Paul: “You guys are the 
best.” Ron: “No, I’m the best. Bob is a straight man.” Paul: “You want a solo contract?” Ron: “How did you 
guess?”  Paul opens his briefcase and hands him a red file with a three-year contract extension.” It even has a 
nice raise locked in.” Ron: “Do I get to pick my own sidekick?” Paul: “Of course.” Ron: “Looks like you 
anticipated everything.” Bob barges into the meeting. “Excuse me guys can I come in or this a secret ritual 
back-stabbing.”  Ron: “This is private, Bob.” Bob: “What is this? Looks like a contract. A solo contract.” Ron: 
“Don’t make a fool out of yourself, Bob, OK?”  Bob: “Make a fool out of myself? No, I think you’re making a 
fool out of me, Ron. Because you don’t have the courage to tell me about this face to face.  Paul: “Bob, why 
don’t you wait in my office. We’ll discuss your situation.”  An angry Bob starts yelling: “What’s there to 
discuss? You’ve already offered the show to Ron without me. When were you going to going to tell me about 
this, man. After you signed, make it one of your on-air gags?”  Ron: “Calm down.”  Bob turning to leave: “I’ll 
calm down when you’re dead. That’s when I’ll calm down.”  Bob storms out of the room yelling to those 
listening by the door, “Get out of my way.”  
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He goes to the bar to drink, telling the bartender leaving the show this way makes him “damaged goods.” Ron is 
calling Paul. Text message: he wants me to go over to his place now and take a meeting. Bob says he’ll do and 
maybe change his mind. At Ron’s house, we see him fall down the stairs to the floor below. Paul discovers the 
body just as the police arrive. He runs out of the house and police arrest him.  
When Ron is found murdered the next day, Phil encourages McBride to take the case. With a preponderance of 
evidence pointing to Bob as the killer of his on-air partner, Bob’s entertainment law firm sends a large check as 
a down payment for McBride’s services. 
Ignoring a warning from Sgt. Roberta Hansen (Marta DuBois) that the evidence against Bob is strong, McBride 
meets with the accused. Bob insists that he is innocent, claiming that Ron had invited him to his house that 
night, and that he had arrived to find him dead. There is a 911 tape in which Ron tells Bob not to kill him but he 
tells McBride he wasn’t there. It couldn’t be his voice. He tells McBride, in a recreated sequence, how he found 
the body.  
Even though everything indeed points to Bob’s guilt, McBride notes that the police have not yet found the 
murder weapon. That fact alone compels him to take the case.  
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The first order of business is to determine who might have a motive for the killing, so McBride asks KTMB 
Manager Paul Belsen to gather all the station’s deejays. The on-air staff  includes Leslie Summers who handles 
the evening slot, former professional football player Kyle Ward who’s on from 9 p.m. to midnight, and 
afternoon host Ed Harding as well as the otherworldly Danny Doyle who helms an odd midnight to 6am show 
specializing in weird conspiracy theories and a range of paranormal topics. McBride finds out that the station 
depends on the Ron and Bob show – 68 percent of all radios are tuned to the station from 6 to 10 a.m. and most 
keep the dial where it is for the rest of the day. “Do you know much revenue that generates for us?” Paul asks 
McBride.  “A lot,” says McBride. “More than a lot,” says Paul.  
When the jibes and backbiting barbs begin, it becomes clear that everyone in the room coveted the popular 
morning drive-time slot of Bob and Ron. Even Paul seems a possible suspect when it is revealed that he will be 
covering the morning slot for the next week or so.  
During the meeting, Doyle, whose show leads into Ron and Bob, tells McBride: “Yes, innovation, diversity and 
creativity leads into humiliation and a total lack of respect for our listeners, delivered by two sophomoric 
pranksters. Sophomoric. That pretty much describes your show, too Ed?” Harding: “You think you’d do better 
with my time slot with tales of conspiracy and the paranormal.?” Doyle says he never really spoke to Ron and 
Paul who arrived and immediately went into their studio.  McBride asks Ed what kind of show he does. “Talk 
radio. Money matters. Personal problems. You name it.”  He says he doesn’t have as large an audience as Ron 
and Paul. Leslie, who does a show on counseling listeners on romance and relationships,  adds that all of them 
would have bigger audiences in Ron and Paul’s time slot.  Kyle says he has a loyal following. Doyle takes a 
potshot at Kyle’s “potato-couch wannabes” and Paul turns to McBride apologizing for everyone’s sniping. 
McBride finds out Paul is going to fill in for Ron and Paul. “That’s how I got started in the business,” he says.   
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Arriving at Ron’s house, Phil is surprised to see a beautiful young woman already in the house. The woman, 
who identifies herself as “Patti,” (Veronica Lauren) claims to be working for the police and lures Phil to the 
second floor of the house, where she locks him out on a balcony, then flees.  
Phil pulls out his cell phone and calls McBride to his rescue, and, while waiting, is able to confirm that there is 
no “Patti” working for the police. McBride finds Phil and sends him on to interview the bartender who saw Bob 
the evening of the murder.  
Looking around Ron’s bedroom, McBride then finds a stack of photos depicting Kyle Ward in a famous 
conference championship game. When he asks Bob about them, the suspect reveals that Ron had an addiction 
for sports gambling.  
McBride decides to visit the station that night, with the help of Bob’s pass code to the entrance. That night, 
McBride enters the station to find Danny Doyle (John Kassir), the nighttime deejay, seemingly asleep. He finds 
Leslie in Paul’s office and approaches the on-air booth where Kyle is doing his show. Ward gestures McBride 
into the booth, then tries to unnerve him in front of his listeners with a baseball trivia question. The trick falls 
flat, however, when McBride answers the question with an amazing amount of detail.  
When the show cuts to a commercial, Ward admits that Ron got him his job at the station. He also claims that 
he was at the station doing his show at the time of the murder.  

 
Later that evening, McBride visits Jesse, who has been taken in by Roberta while his house is being painted. 
They arrange a dinner together for the following evening.  
The next morning, McBride questions Leslie Summers, who admits to having had an affair with Ron that she 
broke off once she got her own show at the station. When McBride leaves the room in which they were talking, 
he overhears her call someone to report on their conversation. Outside the station, McBride encounters a 
workman repairing the security camera overlooking the front door. As Leslie drives away, McBride gets in his 
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car and follows her home, but then returns to Ron’s house. There he looks around the neighborhood to see 
whether other homes in the area have security cameras that overlook Ron’s home.  
Meanwhile, Phil meets with Armen (Art LaFleur), the bartender. There he finds out that the mystery woman he 
met as “Patti” asked Armen questions, as well, and even left her phone number.  
Returning to McBride’s office, he finds the investigator scanning a DVD that documented the comings and 
goings in the neighborhood the night of the murder. He also reports that he found out that Leslie is currently 
seeing station manager Paul, who is married. The DVD reveals that both Leslie and Paul separately drove past 
Ron’s house on the night of the murder.  
That evening, as prearranged, McBride cooks dinner at Roberta’s house, but she is suddenly called away before 
they can sit down together. The next day McBride confronts Paul and Leslie about their affair. Paul admits that 
Ron was trying to blackmail him, demanding that his salary be doubled or he would reveal Paul’s affair with 
Leslie to his wife. Leslie admits visiting Ron to try to convince  him not to go through with his plan, and, 
privately, Paul tells McBride that he returned home and confessed the affair to his wife. In discussing other 
motives, Bob tells McBride that Ron destroyed Ed’s marriage by publicly revealing a secret to Ed’s wife during 
a show. Ed barged into the broadcast to confront Ron who admitted he did just that.  
At the station, Phil spots “Patti” once again. He confronts her and she makes a run for it, though he catches sight 
of an apartment complex number. Paul later identifies her as a part-time staff member.  
Phil finds Patti’s apartment – and her jealous boyfriend. He tries to get her to slow down to talk with him, but 
she loads her suitcase in her car and speeds off.  
Meanwhile, McBride happens upon Danny Doyle outside the station and finds the late-night conspiracy theorist 
very informed on the motives that everyone at the station had to see Ron dead. Doyle says his program deals in 
serious stuff. He goes over each suspect. Leslie has “naked ambition,” seduced Ron, then Paul. ”Paul doesn’t 
know this but she already has her eyes on a bigger fish, the station owner.” Doyle tells McBride. But Ron could 
mess things up by going to Paul and telling his wife about Leslie’s affair with Paul. So both have a motive to 
kill Ron. Kyle also has a motive – Ron was blackmailing him. Ron was a big gambler who lost a “vast sum” 
when Kyle purposely dropped a touchdown pass to accommodate “some scary organized crime guys.”  Ron got 
Kyle the job here so Kyle would have enough money to pay Ron so he wouldn’t tell anyone about Kyle’s past. 
Ron cost Ed his marriage and almost every dollar he makes now. So everyone at the station on the air had a 
motive to kill Ron. 

 
As McBride and Phil puzzle over their wealth of suspects, the mysterious “Patti” appears to explain herself at 
long last. She tells them that she is a journalism student and was hoping that this story could help launch her 
career. She also gives them an idea that could explain the taped call to 911 at the time of the murder. She's been 
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working at the station for almost a year and knows Bob is innocent. And explains how a PSA could have been 
used to fake the call.   
At trial, McBride exposes the real killer by demonstrating – and proving – that the call to 911 was edited from a 
public service announcement previously made by Bob and Ron, and stored in the station library. He recounts 
the crime and identifies Kyle Ward as the murderer, the motive being to take revenge for ruining his marriage 
and to release Ward from paying blackmail to the  always-abrasive talk show host. 
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2005 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Leslie Summers, Patti). Male (Ron Garrison, Bob Carter, Kyle Ward, Ed Harding, Danny  

Doyle, Paul Belson). Group. 
Ethnicity: Black (Kyle Ward). White (Leslie Summers, Patti, Ron Garrison, Bob Carter, Ed Harding, Danny  

Doyle, Paul Belson). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Radio 
Job Title: Anchor-Host (Ron Garrison, Bob Carter, Leslie Summers, Kyle Ward, Ed Harding, Danny Doyle).  

Executive (Paul Belson). Cub Reporter (Patti). Miscellaneous (Staff).  
Description: Major: Ron Garrison, Leslie Summers, Kyle Ward, Ed Harding, Paul Belson, Negative. Danny  

Doyle, Transformative Positive. Bob Carter, Positive.  
Description: Minor: Patti, Transformative Positive. Miscellaneous (Staff). 
 
 
 
Meet Me at Christmas (2020) 
Travel Photographer Beau Sullivan (Mark Deklin) works for Global Photo magazine. Global Photo Editor 
Eddie (only on text and phone).  
 

 
When Joan's son's wedding planner unexpectedly quits, she must coordinate his Christmas Eve wedding with 
the help of Beau, the bride's uncle. As they work alongside each other they discover their fates and pasts are 
intertwined. 
Joan’s son, Liam, and fiancée Katie are getting married on Christmas Eve. 
Moreover, the couple plan on holding their wedding at a meaningful location. The nuptials will be held at a 
Colorado inn. This is where Joan and her late husband, Liam’s father, started their own love story. 
But, problems arise. The wedding planner quits and leaves the startled group. Joan is ready to help out, as is 
Kate’s Uncle Beau. Beau is a world-famous travel photographer. But, that isn’t why Joan recognizes him. They 
have a sense that they previously met. 
Eventually, they figure out the whens and wheres. Once upon a time, in that very town, Beau was supposed to 
meet Joan at a tree lighting. Turns out, this is when Joan met her husband. What Joan never knew was that Beau 
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saved his brother from getting run over by a car and ended up in the hospital for months. And that was the 
reason he never came back to meet her.  
Joan’s memory of her husband keeps her from pursuing a relationship with Beau. There is a mutual attraction 
and bond that is very romantic. But, she doesn’t want to be unfaithful to the memory of the love of her life. 
Moreover, Beau has to figure out his own future. Does he keep traveling around the world taking photos? Or is 
it time for him to make some roots?  He is planning to publish a portfolio of his photographs and has keep a 
photo of Joan when he met her all these years among his photos.  

 

 
Beau has agreed to shoot the wedding photos,  but hates staged photos. Wants to catch everything 
spontaneously. Joan objects. He tells her, the difference is between fake flowers and real flowers. Fake flowers 
always keep their color and never wilt, but they aren’t real.  She sees his point but says she wants at least some 
posed pictures of the bride and groom. He agrees.  
When Katie’s father, Beau’s brother, gives his toast, he reveals to all what happened on that fateful night and 
Joan for the first time understands why Beau never showed up. Joan goes to find him at the Christmas lighting 
ceremony where 28 years earlier they failed to meet. They share new ornaments he made for them – his is a 
picture he shot of her that night long ago and hers is a picture of her with the new bride and groom.  She tells 
him because of his encouragement, she is going to open up her own business – as a wedding planner. He tells 
her he refused his latest assignment in Alaska to set down roots in Colorado. 
As the Christmas tree lights go on, they kiss as everyone applauds.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2020 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Male (Beau) 
Ethnicity: White (Beau) 
Media Category: Magazine 
Job Title: Photojournalist (Beau) 
Description: Major: Beau, Positive 
Description: Minor: Eddie, Neutral (Only on phone and in texts, but he constantly is interrupting the action)  
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The Memory Book (2014) 
Photographer Chloe Davenport (Meghan Ory). Art Critic Geoffrey Plester of the Chronicle (Martin Evans).  
Assistant Reggie (Amitai Marmorstein).  
 

 
In a San Francisco art gallery, young photographer Chloe Davenport shows her photo exhibit to Gabe Sinclair, 
an attractive, slightly older guy with a “bad boy” charm. Chloe mistakes Gabe for an art critic and, as he walks 
away, Gabe lets Chloe know he finds her attractive.  
Chloe, at this time, is not attracted to Gabe. Lawson, Chloe’s cute and bubbly girlfriend/roommate, is enjoying 
complimentary champagne and flirting with Charlie, an attractive waiter. Chloe is feeling disappointed since 
nobody is interested in buying her photos. After the art show, Chloe and Lawson go to a bar. Lawson scans the 
room to see if there are any desirable guys for Chloe, who, not believing in lasting love, has chosen to remain 
single. Chloe questions whether or not true romance exists and wonders if anyone is really happy. Charlie walks 
in and Lawson pursues him, leaving Chloe alone at the bar.  
To her surprise, Gabe is the bartender. Chloe asks Gabe what he thought of her photo exhibit, which featured 
photos of inanimate objects like doors, windows, buildings, etc. Chloe says she finds beauty in everyday 
objects. Gabe says he finds warmth and beauty in people. It is clear that Chloe has been hurt in the past and 
doesn’t trust people, particularly when it comes to relationships and love.  
The next day, Chloe wanders around a swap meet. Mabel, an eccentric swap meet vendor, sells Chloe an old 
memory book, a decades-old scrapbook that features photos documenting the beautiful romance of a couple, 
Jonathan and Sarah. Chloe becomes fascinated with Jonathan and Sarah’s loving relationship. Maybe true love 
really does exist, after all? Lawson tells Chloe to find a “Jonathan” of her own.  
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At Chloe’s studio, she continues looking through the memory book and tells Reggie, her assistant, she longs for 
the happiness and deeply passionate romance that Jonathan and Sarah display in the memory book photos. 
Lawson tells Chloe that the memory book came into her life as a sign, a way of telling her that lasting love is 
possible. 
Wanting to know the story of Jonathan and Sarah’s love, Chloe decides to try to track them down. At the bar, 
Chloe spots a photo of the restaurant where Jonathan and Sarah are having dinner in one of the memory book 
photos. Gabe offers to take Chloe to the restaurant and she reluctantly agrees. She is still not romantically 
interested in Gabe, but his increasingly irresistible smile might be starting to wear her down.  
Gabe and Chloe drive to the old, family-style Italian restaurant, where they meet Vito, the owner. A customer 
named Jack finishes his lunch and leaves. Chloe shows Vito an old photo of Jonathan and Sarah eating at the 
restaurant and asks Vito if he knows anything about them. Vito does not, but he allows Chloe to look through 
old boxes of bills, reservations, etc. to see if she can find any clues leading to their whereabouts. Chloe’s search 
for information leading to Jonathan and Sarah begins and Gabe is happy to be along for the ride.  
Chloe returns to the swap meet and asks Mabel if she remembers who gave her the memory book. Mabel offers 
to help Chloe track down the original owner, but only if she is paid. Chloe refuses Mabel’s offer.  
Gabe finds a clue that could help lead Chloe to Jonathan and Sarah and he and Chloe take a trip to Yosemite 
National Park to pursue it. Chloe and Gabe take a canoe ride and camp overnight. Gabe surprises Chloe by 
preparing a gourmet meal by campfire and telling her that he is also a chef and an attorney. There is more to 
Gabe than meets the eye. The mood becomes somewhat romantic, but Chloe refrains from sharing a kiss with 
Gabe.  
The pursuit of Jonathan and Sarah brings Chloe and Gabe to Tori’s Garden, a flower shop in Gabe’s childhood 
neighborhood. Tori, the shop owner, takes Chloe’s phone number, but says she has no information about 
Jonathan and Sarah. When Chloe and Gabe leave, Tori makes a phone call…to her aunt Sarah. Gabe takes 
Chloe to his childhood home, which is now up for sale. Inside, they have their first kiss.  

  
At Chloe’s art studio, Chloe and Reggie look at the photos taken in Yosemite National Park and in Gabe’s 
childhood neighborhood. Reggie says that Chloe looks happy in the photos, as happy as Sarah looks in the 
memory book photos. Chloe’s artistic style is changing. Her photos are beginning to focus more on people and 
becoming warmer and more personal.  
At a roller skating rink, Chloe and Gabe open an abandoned locker and find a stack of Jonathan’s love letters to 
Sarah. In reading these letters, Chloe finds a wedding invitation and learns Sarah’s maiden name. Sarah, having 
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received Chloe’s phone number from Tori, calls Chloe and asks her to stop seeking information about her and 
Jonathan.  
Chloe drives to Sarah’s house and follows Sarah to a store. In the store, Sarah confronts Chloe, angrily letting 
her know that she never married Jonathan and refusing to discuss any details.  
Back at Chloe’s art studio, Chloe enlarges Jonathan and Sarah’s wedding invitation and learns Jonathan’s last 
name. She tells Gabe that if Jonathan and Sarah’s love didn’t last, there is no hope for her to ever find lasting 
love. Chloe and Gabe find out where Jonathan lives and go to his apartment, where a neighbor tells them that 
Jonathan’s nickname is Jack and that he is having lunch at Vito’s restaurant. Chloe and Gabe recall that Jack 
was the name of the customer they saw eating in Vito’s restaurant.  
At Vito’s restaurant, Chloe and Gabe finally find Jonathan, now called “Jack.” Jack tells Gabe that he proposed 
to Sarah at Vito’s restaurant, but that Sarah declined because she was afraid that things in the marriage would 
not be perfect. Sarah, like Chloe, was afraid of getting hurt. Jack remains emotionally crushed over Sarah’s 
decision and says that love is a crapshoot, but you have to take a leap of faith and trust that feelings are going to 
last. Holding hands, Chloe and Gabe walk home.  
Gabe tells Chloe he is falling in love with her and that he doesn’t want to end up like Jack, always regretting 
that love never worked out. Chloe says she cannot let herself fall in love. She still believes that love never 
works out. 
The next day, Chloe goes to Sarah’s house and gives her the memory book. Sarah tells Chloe that she could not 
go through with marrying Jack because she didn’t have faith in love at the time. Sarah says she’s missed Jack 
and regretted her decision ever since. That night, Chloe decides she is going to try to get Jack and Sarah back 
together. She contacts Vito and has him invite Sarah to Vito’s restaurant for a complimentary dinner.  
The next night, Chloe, Gabe, Vito and Jack sit in the restaurant, waiting for Sarah’s arrival. Jack offers advice to 
Chloe and Gabe: “If you find love, hold onto it.” Sarah arrives and joins Jack at the table where he proposed to 
her. It’s an extremely emotional moment and soon it feels like they’ve never been apart.  
Gabe tells Chloe he has gone into business with Vito and will now be the co-owner and executive chef of Vito’s 
restaurant. Sarah and Jack clink wine glasses, a romantic toast to their future. Chloe snaps a photo.  
At the art gallery, Chloe has another photo exhibit on display. This time, the photos feature people and are full 
of warmth. Chloe’s photos showcase her newfound appreciation for relationships and her exhibit draws a nice 
crowd of interested customers and a distinguished art critic, Geoffrey Plester of the Chronicle, who decides to 
promote Chloe’s work.  
She explains to him that she has developed a new appreciation “for faces, for relationships, old ones, new ones, 
and relationships rediscovered. It's an exciting new direction for me.”  Plester: “Very nice, Miss Davenport. 
Your work is stunning. It demonstrates a deep understanding of matters of the art. I’m impressed.” He gives her 
his card. “Give me a call this week. I’d like to do a profile on you,” he tells her. “If you don’t mind.”  She 
smiles and says she doesn’t mind.  
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Lawson and Charlie arrive and announce that they are engaged. Chloe surveys the photos she took with Gabe 
during their search for Sarah and Jonathan. She gets choked up when seeing how much in love she and Gabe 
look in the photos. The next morning, Chloe goes to Vito’s restaurant, where Gabe is starting his first day as the 
chef/co-owner. She gives Gabe a gift, a new memory book filled with the photos taken during their search for 
Sarah and Jonathan.  
Now, Chloe and Gabe have their own memory book. Chloe tells Gabe she is ready to take a chance on love with 
him and they share a passionate, romantic kiss. Chloe and Gabe are married in a church. Sarah and Jack – now a 
happy couple themselves – are in attendance, along with Lawson, Charlie, Vito, Mabel and Reggie. Chloe and 
Gabe kiss and Reggie takes a photo, which ends up in Chloe and Gabe’s very own memory book.  

 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2014 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Chloe Davenport). Male (Geoffrey Plester, Reggie) 
Ethnicity: White (Chloe Davenport, Geoffrey Plester, Reggie) 
Media Category: Newspaper 
Job Title: Critic (Geoffrey Plester). Photojournalist (Chloe Davenport. Reggie). 
Description: Major: Chloe Davenport, Positive 
Description: Minor: Geoffrey Plester, Reggie, Positive  
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Mending Fences (2009) 
TV Reporter Kelly Faraday (Laura Leighton) of CCNN News and later reporter for the Santa Ynez Daily Post.  
CCNN Cameraman. CCNN News Director Robert (Roark Critchlow). Editor Hank Bentley (Peter Jason) of the 
Santa Ynez Daily Post. CCNN Producer Joan Payne (Wendle Josepher). Miss Iowa, Rebecca, the new CCNN 
Anchor. CCNN Cameraman. CCNN Staff.  
 

 

 
A breaking news announcement plays on the television, drawing the attention of 14-year-old goth tomboy 
Kamilla, who sits in the kitchen of her mom’s house in Malibu.  
Her mother, Kelly Faraday, a   TV reporter, is reporting on a case she has been investigating for a year –   a 
pharmaceutical company accused of selling and distributing a multitude of counterfeit vitamins and 
supplements.    
Meanwhile, watching the report on an old TV hundreds of miles away in a barn is Walt Mitchell, about the  
same age as Kelly. He looks on as an aging Ruth Hanson works tryingly with a horse in the ring.  
Back at the CCNN News station, Kelly and her cameraman are just returning from the field. Kelly is ready for 
her boss - and ex-husband - Robert to promote her to anchorwoman. She finds out Robert has  hired his fiancée, 
a 20-something-year-old pageant girl, instead of her. Robert and Joan Payne tell her they decided to go in a 
different direction. Kelly: “You mean younger.” Joan: “I never said that. Based on the results of a recent market 
survey, we fell she’ll signifyingly help our ratings.” Joan: “Come on, Robert. Miss Ohio.”  Joan: “Iowa.”  
Robert: “Can we talk in private, please?” They go into the control booth.  Robert discusses his daughter with 
her. Kelly: “Robert, I can’t believe you are going to have that bimbo as an anchor. You’ve already announced 
that I’m going to be made anchor. You sent out a press release.”  Robert: “I’ll send out another press release. 
Don’t worry, you’ll be well-compensated.” Kelly: “She is not a journalist.” Robert: “Kelly, this is not a debate. 
The decision’s been made.”  Kelly looks over at Miss Iowa being made up on camera: “Then I quit.” Robert: 
“Your decision,” and walks away.  
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Kamilla and Kelly meet up in her office. On the way out, she tells Kelly that the new anchor is not a bimbo. 
She's a Harvard graduate. Kelly: “Don’t say that. I have to make her the enemy.”  
Robert stops in to see his daughter, whom his busy life has kept him from getting to know. She tells him she is 
used to being disappointed in him, but “How could you do this to Mom. She made this network.”  Robert: “ 
Kamilla, she quit. She made a business decision. I made a business decision. Don’t turn this into something 
personal.” Kamilla: “You were married. Everything is personal, why can’t you learn that?”  They hug and she 
leaves. 
 

 

 
That evening, Walt shows up at Kelly’s house to talk to her about her mother, Ruth, whose eyesight has been 
worsening. As Kelly and Kamilla drive out to the ranch, Kelly confesses to her daughter the reason why she and 
her mother don’t get along: When her father died, Ruth wanted Kelly to eventually run the farm, but Kelly 
opted for the city life and didn’t come back.  
When they finally get into the town of Santa Ynez, they run into Hank Bentley, Kelly’s first boss at the Santa 
Ynez Daily Post, and her journalism professor in college. “I was your mother’s first boss,” he tells Kamilla. 
“Before she went all network on us.” 
He introduces them to his 15-year-old grandson Chuck. As Chuck reluctantly shows Kamilla around the town, 
she is amazed at the scenery.  
Meanwhile, Kelly and Hank catch up and talk about the water crisis. “So tell me, what do you think of the 
paper?” he asks. Kelly: “I love it, Hank.”  
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They also run into Mayor Sam Bridgewater and Sheriff Tim Marshall. Sam tells her the town has been suffering 
a drought, but that their problems will be solved within the year as a casino and shopping mall are established.  

 
At the ranch, Kamilla finds out Walt and her mother dated in high school. Still overcome with the natural 
beauty of the place, she tries to pet a horse, Big Ben, but his bad temper sends her running.  
Over lunch, Ruth tells Kelly the drought has forced a number of families to sell their property to the casino 
developers. Kelly admits she thinks it only rational to consider selling the farm, but Ruth refuses to sell out, no 
matter what.  
The next day, an engineer is at the farm to test their well. Unfortunately, his readings show the pressure is too 
low, and they don’t have the money to dig any deeper. Kelly decides to start trucking in water until they can 
figure out something else.  
At a town hall meeting, Walt and Ruth call Sam out on his slow reaction to the water crisis, and Ruth proposes 
the upcoming annual barn dance be a rally against the casino. While talking after the meeting, Walt tries to kiss 
Kelly, but she pulls away.  
The next day, Chuck takes Kamilla horseback riding and is pleased to see she’s not wearing her usual thick 
black eyeliner. Kamilla, who has never been on a horse, falls in love with riding. On their ride, they come 
across a large metal grate that wasn’t there the week before. They remove it and climb down into the hole, 
where they come across a series of huge pipes.  
At the barn dance that evening, Chuck and Kamilla are shooting at targets, when Ruth comes over and, despite 
her bad eyesight, hits almost all the targets. Later on, Ruth announces the winner of the raffle, but is surprised to 
pull a name she’s never heard: Jack Norris, Jr.  
The next day, Kelly and Walt bring the engineer to inspect the hole Chuck and Kamilla found. He finds the 
pipes and pump were only recently installed and the system is stealing the water from the farms’ wells and 
directing it elsewhere.  
Kelly brings this information to Sam, and he tells her he’ll look into it. But when she leaves, he immediately 
makes a phone call, telling a Mr. Norris that there’s a problem.  
Kelly tells Hank she wants to investigate it for the paper. Kelly: “So I have a story for your paper.”  Hank: 
“Only if you write it.”  She tells him she thinks the casino is diverting water from the town. “That’s quite an 
accusation,” Hank says. “Got any proof?” Kelly: “Maybe.” The paper supported the casino alienating Kelly’s 
mother and other old-timers. Hank: “Seems like an extreme measure to get us to give up farming for a casino.”  
The farmers and ranchers are against the casino. “You’ll have to expose whoever is behind this before the 
public land becomes private,” Hank tells her. “Let’s keep this under wraps for a while. We need to get more 
evidence before we go to press.”  Kelly goes to work researching city council meetings and other documents. 
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Meanwhile, Chuck helps Kamilla ride Big Ben, and Kelly and Walt work together to build a new fence and fix 
up the ranch. Little by little, Kelly’s feelings for Walt are coming back. Kelly continues her investigation, 
talking to Doc Beatty, who sits on the town council. She finds out the approval of the sale of the land to the 
casino group went through, even though the vote was not unanimous. Sam, however, considers the approval an 
executive decision on his part.  
Chuck takes Kamilla on a hike that ends with them climbing to the top of a water tower to have a picnic, and he 
tells her about her family’s legacy in Santa Ynez. While they enjoy the view, two cars pull up underneath the 
tower: Sam’s and Jack Norris, Jr.’s.  
Out of the men’s sight, Chuck and Kamilla listen as Norris threatens the mayor over the casino deal.  
That night, Hank calls Kelly with startling news: The newspaper office has been ransacked. “This will be the 
first deadline I miss in 15 years,” Hank says, looking over the damage. Kelly sees the mayor standing across the 
street and knows he was involved.  
Kelly promises Hank he will still meet his deadline: “What newspaperman said, if you can tell in your gut that 
something’s not right. Get back out there and keep digging. We’ll set up an office at the house.”  
Kelly sets up a makeshift office in Ruth’s den.  
There, they continue to investigate the water crisis and Norris’s shady past. Kelly discovers a phenomenon: 
“Water rustlers.”  Like cattle rustlers except they steal and sell water.  
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Meanwhile, Norris starts the building of a barbed wire fence around the property he’s already landed. Ruth 
takes Kamilla horseback riding to visit the grave of Lucas Hanson, Ruth’s late husband and Kelly’s father. 
Before long, a storm rolls in, and they have to ride back to the ranch. Kamilla, on Big Ben, follows her 
grandmother, but Big Ben spooks at a flash of lightning and takes off, running Kamilla into a low-hanging 
branch that knocks her unconscious to the ground.  
Ruth uses Kamilla’s cell phone to call Walt and Kelly for help, and they bring her home and Doc Beatty tends 
to her.  
Later on, Kelly admits to Walt how she feels about him. The next morning, Kelly and Ruth visit the office of 
Doc Beatty, who tells them Ruth’s eyesight will only get worse and she’ll have to be registered as legally blind. 
He gives Ruth a cane his father made, but she’s reluctant to use it.  
While Kelly is at the town hall researching, Ruth goes on her own to visit each of the members of the town 
council, all of whom she has known for a long time, in an attempt to persuade them to vote against the mayor on 
the issue of the water crisis.  
When Kelly gets home from town hall, she is surprised to see Robert is there. He’s come to offer Kelly the 
anchor position. “What happened to Miss Iowa?” asks Kelly. “She's not an anchor. Let’s leave it at that.”  She 
tells Robert she’ll think about it.   
The group continues to work on the story in Ruth’s home. She comes in and tells Hank she has sold some ads 
for the newspaper. He is shocked at how well she did.   “Ruth, we just found you a new job. Manager of our 
advertising department,” Hank tells her. Ruth: “You can talk to Kelly about my commission.”  
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Together, they find out Norris is the CEO of Neptune, a company that specializes in the importation of water – 
Norris is selling Santa Ynez’s water. Walt and Kelly take another trip to the grate-covered hole. As they climb 
down inside and begin taking pictures, a shadowy figure already down there turns a spindle.  
Before they know it, Walt and Kelly are flooded by a torrent of water gushing from one of the pipes, nearly 
drowning them.  
 They are able to escape just in time to make it, drenched, to the town hall meeting.  
When they arrive, Norris is presenting the casino deal once more before it goes up for a vote. When he’s done, 
Kelly presents her investigation to the townsfolk.”Mr. Norris has been stealing our water in order to drive us out 
of our homes and make way for his casino, and I have photos and the wet clothes to prove it and you can read 
all about it in tomorrow’s Post,” she tells the audience.  She also tells everyone that Mayor Sam is on Norris’ 
payroll.  
As her evidence solidifies her case against Norris and his businesses, Doc Beatty takes over the meeting, and 
the council unanimously votes to nullify the contract with Norris Properties and to dismiss Sam from office.  
Kelly decides not to take the anchor position, as she and Kamilla are going to stay at the Hanson Ranch. Robert 
asks her why. Kelly: “Rediscovering what I left behind,” Kelly says. “We belong here.”  
Now that they’re planning to stay, Walt asks Kelly to marry him, and she, of course, accepts his proposal. She 
tells her mom how glad she is to be back with her on the ranch.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2009 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Kelly Faraday, Joan Payne, Miss Iowa). Male (Robert, Hank Bentley, Cameraman). Group. 
Ethnicity: White (Kelly Faraday, Joan Payne, Miss Iowa, Robert, Hank Bentley, Cameraman). Unspecified. 
Media Category: Television - Newspaper 
Job Title: Reporter (Kelly Faraday). Executive (Robert). Editor (Hank Bentley). Producer (Joan Payne).  

Anchor (Miss Iowa). Photojournalist (Cameraman). Miscellaneous (Staff). 
Description: Major: Kelly Faraday, Hank Bentley, Positive 
Description: Minor: Robert, Transformative Positive. Joan Payne, Negative. Miss Iowa, Cameraman, Positive.  

Miscellaneous, Neutral. 
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Merry Matrimony (2015) 
Magazine Owner Isabella Elias (Jennifer Gibson) of Modern Era Bridal magazine and the Elias media empire. 
Magazine Photographer Eddie Chapman (Christopher Russell). Art Director Brie Traverston (Jessica Lowndes), a 
journalist in college who worked on the student newspaper.  
 

 
Owner Isabella Elias’ magazine, Modern Era Bridal magazine, needs a fast reshoot on its cover. So Brie, as an 
advertising art director, is assigned to help out. The big surprise is when her college sweetheart shows up as the 
photographer. 
Brie Traver and Eddie Chapman were college sweethearts working on the school newspaper as budding journalists, 
but like so many college romances, they grew apart. Eddie went to Paris and became a famous photographer. Brie is 
an art director at an advertising firm who aims to become a partner in her firm. Brie is nicknamed the “Christmas 
Queen” and has an eye for decorating and detail. 
An important photo shoot for a romantic wedding has a Christmas Eve deadline. Brie learns that Eddie is coming to 
New York to do the shoot as a favor for the publisher. When he arrives, he appears to be traveling with Isabella, Brie 
assumes they are in a romantic relationship. 
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As Brie and Eddie scout for locations, their friendship is rekindled. Brie has romantic feelings for Eddie but thinks 
he sees her as a platonic friend. Somehow, it never seems to occur to Brie that she could ask Eddie about his 
relationship status with the magazine editor, who she thinks is his girlfriend.  

 
Brie goes to see an exhibit of Eddie’s photographs and is impressed, but still wary of seeing him. Then Isabella 
shows off her engagement ring in front of Eddie’s apartment and Brie runs away. When she finds out that Isabella is 
marrying a friend of Eddie’s and that she was only helping him get established in New York to return the favor, she 
and Eddie resume their college romantic relationship and end up with their own special wedding. 

 
 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
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Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2015 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Isabella Elias). Male (Eddie Chapman).  
Ethnicity: White (Isabella Elias, Eddie Chapman). 
Media Category: Magazine 
Job Title: Publisher (Isabella Elias). Photojournalist (Eddie Chapman).  
Description: Major: Isabella Elias, Eddie Chapman, Positive 
Description: Minor: None 
 
NOTE: Although Brie Traverston was an aspiring young journalist in college, she is now an art director for an 
advertising firm and isn’t part of the annotation process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Midnight Kiss (2018) 
Documentary Filmmaker David Campos (Carlos Pena Vega). 
 

 
David Campos is applying for a documentary grant to go to China to film the people in villages. He has traveled 
extensively all through Southeast Asia for pleasure and for work, but never to China. When he finds out the 
event planner Mia has shot video since she was a kid and toyed with being a videographer, he tries to convince 
her to go with him to document the world.  
With only one week to prepare, Mia Pearson and her family of party planners are given the biggest job in their 
company’s history: a New Year’s Eve party for tech entrepreneur Megan Clark. But when her brother breaks his 
leg and her parents head off on a planned vacation, Mia must reluctantly enlist the help of her brother’s visiting 
college buddy, David Campos, an up-and-coming documentary filmmaker, to help her pull off the event which 
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just so happens to fall on her favorite day of the year. Campos, instead of heading home to Arizona for the 
holidays, is staying with Mia’s brother because he has a meeting in Seattle to secure funding for his next 
project, which, if he gets it, means he will be off to China immediately following the holidays.  

 
At first David is reluctant to help because he has never been an event planner, but Mia convinces him that 
anyone who has shot documentaries around the world can handle this assignment.  
In the process of working together through all the hurdles, Mia wants to stay with what is tried and true, while 
David, matching his adventurous life, wants Mia at least to consider things which are outside of her comfort 
zone. While Mia and David may not admit it to themselves, everyone around them can see that they are falling 
for each other. If they do admit their attraction and come together, Mia may open her eyes to what she really 
wants in life. He offers her a choice: If she wants to stay here, he’ll stay with her, but if she wants to travel to 
China with him, “we can make a film together and have the adventure of our lives.” 
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2018 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Male (David Campos) 
Ethnicity: Hispanic-Latino (David Campos) 
Media Category: Documentary 
Job Title: Photojournalist (David Campos) 
Description: Major: David Campos, Positive 
Description: Minor: None 
 
 
Midway to Love (2019) 
TV Host Rachel August (Rachel Hendrix). TV Host Alden Jeffries (Andrew Hunter). Producer Deborah (“Deb” 
Signer Wiseman (Dara Jade Tiller). Network Executive Cam (Samuel Lockridge). Production Assistant (Taylor 
Shultz).  Dr. Rachel and Disturbed Staff.  
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Dr. Rachel August hosts a popular daytime therapy show. Dr. Rachel. On each episode Rachel interviews 
couples and families in crisis, makes recommendations and sets them up with counseling in their cities. 

 
In the network’s attempt to appeal to a younger audience they hire a new producer. Rachel is surprised by the 
news. Network Executive Cam: “Bill is out…it came from upstairs.” Rachel: “Don’t I have anything to say 
about it. It’s my show. Executive: “It's the company’s show, Rachel.” Rachel: “Can you say something?” Cam: 
“Not anymore.”  Rachel: “He has a family.” Cam: “He’s a good guy. He’ll find something else.”  Rachel: “It's 
still wrong.”  Cam: “They want to take the show to syndication. Nationwide….but they want to make 
some…..changes.”   Online Shock Jock Alden Jeffries (Andrew Hunter) barges in with the new producer to 
introduce himself as her new co-host. He is very enthusiastic (“I’m such a big fan” ) and so happy to meet her. 
(She looks at him as if he is crazy.)    
Rachel is upset with the new vision for the show but is told the decision came from upstairs. They tell her to 
take a week off as they build a new set and remind her that she is under contract for five more years. “We love 
what you do and so do your fans,” says Deb. “But the show has gotten just a little bit stagnant…your numbers 
are pretty good, but your audience isn’t growing. Alden Jeffries has had his own show on YouTube since he 
was 18 years old. People Magazine named him one of the most interesting people under 30. He has 15 million 
followers on Instagram and 12 million on Twitter.” Jeffries interrupts: “13. I hit 13 last night on twitter.” 
Deb: “Wow. OK. 13 million.” The executive adds, “His show is Meltdown with Alden Jeffries/”. Deb: “It's part 
tabloid, part reality TV…Alden has been called the Jerry Springer of YouTube. We plan on toning it down just 
a little bit for national TV.”  Executive: “The network has decided to bring on Alden Jeffries as your new co-
host.” Alden: “I told them you could keep top billing.” Deb: “The new show will be called Disturbed starring 
Dr. Rachel and Alden Jeffries.”  Rachel: “OK. No offense to any of you guys at all, but I don’t need a new show 
and I don’t need a co-host. I’m the host. I think I should probably speak to my agent.”  Deb: “We already have. 
Look, don’t worry, we understand your brand. Here is a list of the shows we have lined up after you return from 
hiatus.”  Rachel looking at the list: “You guys must be kidding.” Deb:” The idea is that Alden will sort of 
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establish the problem and then you will come in and help these people work through their issues.” Alden” So I 
will shove them out on a ledge and you will talk them down. It will be awesome.” Rachel: “I help people. I’m a 
real doctor.” Deb: “I’m trying to help you.” Rachel: “It doesn’t feel like it.”  Deb: “You’re not attracting the 
younger audience. That’s why Alden makes sense.” Cam: “Rachel, everybody upstairs loves you. They want to 
keep you. But you’ve got to ball.”  Deb: “You’re under contract for the next five years. You have to do the 
show. No one in their right mind would give up a syndicated show in New York City.” Jeffries: “With Alden.” 
Deb: “You are going to be America’s psychologist….Enjoy your week off and be back a week from Monday 
ready to work on Disturbed.”       
Rachel goes back to her office despairing. “I feel like an idiot. How did I not see this coming?” she says to her 
assistant. “Nobody saw it coming, Rachel,” the assistant tells her. Deb barges in again, saying she is glad she 
caught Rachel. She has a camera crew downstairs. “We  need to get some promotion shots of you and Alden so 
we can announce the show. “Time is money, the photographer’s on the clock. Rachel, I want us to be friends. I 
understand what you are going through. Now, as your producer, I’m telling you we need you on set. Go ahead, 
take a few minutes, pull yourself together and get yourself over to make-up. Ok?  Rachel and Alden pose for 
some ludicrous publicity shots.  

 

 
Rachel heads home to Kentucky to figure out her next move. She is greeted by her father, Oscar August (Joe 
Gatton), a beloved local therapist who runs a clinic in their small town. Rachel meets with her dad at her 
favorite coffee shop to tell him what’s going on with her show (he has heard of Alden Jeffries) and complains 
about what to do next. She also catches up on local gossip and as she leaves, literally bumps into her first love, 
Mitchell (Daniel Stine). Now a popular fourth-grade teacher at the local elementary school, Rachel and Mitchell 
were best friends growing up and became the town’s favorite couple in high school. But their plans for a life 
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together were crushed when Rachel moved to New York City to pursue her dreams, leaving Mitchell behind. 
Rachel sees Mitchell at her father’s clinic accompanied by Shelly (Eva Bishop), one of Mitchell’s students.  
Rachel is moved by how Mitchell cares about her. Shelly suffers from social anxiety and Oscar asks Rachel to 
meet with her as he’s been unable to break through her defenses to help her. Rachel agrees to try to make a 
connection with the shy young girl.  
After the session, Rachel accepts Mitchell’s offer to show her around town that evening. They take a long walk 
through town, get ice cream and ultimately find themselves at their old high school. Their old feelings quickly 
begin to resurface. The next night, Mitchell takes Rachel to an elegant restaurant inside a castle. As they dance, 
their connection grows stronger. Rachel is afraid she will break Mitchell’s heart all over again and tells him 
she’s returning to the show and her life in New York. But it’s too late – Mitchell is already heartbroken.  
Rachel talks to Deb on the phone about the show with some new ideas. But Deb, who is bragging she is 
standing in the new set (“It is perfect”), is dismissive of everything she suggests. Deb: “That sounds 
in…ter…esting. Why don’t you write something up and send it to me.” Rachel: Well, I have some other ideas.” 
Deb: “I’m sure you do. Send them to me too.” Rachel: “It's still my show, Deborah.” Deb: “Of course it is, just 
send it to me, OK?” Rachel: “OK will do.”   

 
The next day Shelly has a melt-down at school and Rachel is called to talk to her at the clinic. She helps Shelly 
work through her issue and encourages her to accept an offer to spend the night with a girl in her class. Before 
Rachel leaves for New York, her father has wise words for her about discovering what is important in life and 
finding the right partner. But will that convince Rachel to walk away from a life in New York that isn’t 
fulfilling anymore and realize having someone to share a life with is what truly matters?  
Rachel goes back to New York after hugging Mitchell goodbye to tape the first new Disturbed program with 
Jeffries. Deb comes into her dressing room insisting she wear the outfit picked out for her. “And wear the 
glasses,” she says. Rachel: “I don’t wear glasses.”  Deb: “Well, you do now.”  Then she tells the assistant who 
asks her is that what the focus group wants: “Producer’s preference.” She also wants Rachel to wear her hair 
down and around her face. “This is the look we need from you to appear to the younger demographic.”  Rachel: 
“Well my audience knows me and they are not going to buy this.” Deb: “You’re just getting an upgrade, a 
redesign.” Rachel: “And what if I refuse?” Deb smiles a wicked smile: “We’ll see you on set.”  As Deb leaves, 
Rachel says, “Oh, Deb, did you get my e-mail?  I e-mailed you some show ideas like you asked me for.” Deb:  
“Great ideas, I just sent them up to the focus group to see how they fly…Today is going to be great. You’re  
going to knock them dead, “ 
When Deb leaves, the assistant tells Rachel: “Everybody hates her” and tells Rachel she doesn’t have to do 
anything she doesn’t want to do. Rachel says she just wanted to make a difference and “look at me now.” 
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Alden comes in to cheer her up. “We’re changing lives….you are so dang beautiful…and smart.”  The show is a 
disaster with Alden and the guests yelling at each other and an uncomfortable Rachel sitting there looking 
distressed. After the break, the guests begin fighting with each other ala Springer format. Cam and a pleased 
Deb look on. Rachel goes up to Alden and says, “Alden, you’re going to do great, I quit,” and leaves.  Deb: 
“What is she doing?” The production assistant says, “Guess what you’d call ‘quitting.’” Deb runs after her 
shouting, “Rachel!” The production assistant and Cam look on, smiling. Deb catches up to Rachel and says, 
“Rachel, if you leave now, you will  never work in this town again, do you hear me?     You will ruin your life.” 
“I hope not. Oh, and these are a much better look on you,” Rachel says handing her the glasses.  
She offers her production assistant a job in Kentucky.   
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Rachel August, Deb, Production Assistant). Male (Alden Jeffries, Cam). Group. 
Ethnicity: White (Rachel August, Deb, Production Assistant, Alden Jeffries, Cam). Unspecified. 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Host (Rachel August, Alden Jeffries). Producer (Deb). Executive (Cam). Employee (Production  

Assistant). Miscellaneous (Staff). 
Description: Major: Rachel August, Production Assistant, Positive. Alden Jeffries, Deb, Negative. 
Description: Minor: Cam, Transformative Positive. Miscellaneous, Neutral.  
 
 
Miss Christmas (2017) 
Chicago TV Reporter (Parveen Dosanjh) from WXT-TV News. WXT-TV Cameraman 
 

 
WXT-TV Female Reporter interviews Holly Khun on the Christmas tree lighting featuring a gigantic tree she 
discovered and was responsible for decorating,  
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The next year, when she still hasn’t found a tree for the upcoming Christmas season, the same reporter goes on the 
air to ask: “Where is the tree?” 

 
 Later, the reporter interviews Holly when a tree is found and everyone is celebrating. 
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Nicknamed “Miss Christmas,” Holly Khun (Brooke D’Orsay), the official tree finder for Chicago’s renowned 
Radcliffe Tree lighting, is left desperate to find the perfect tree. A letter from a young boy promising his tree is 
perfect sends her to a small town where she learns the young boy’s dad isn’t willing to part with his tree. While 
sparks fly, she’ll be forced to confront what she’s really been missing for Christmas. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2017 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (TV Reporter). Male (Cameraman). 
Ethnicity:  Asian-Indian (TV Reporter). White (Cameraman).  
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Reporter (TV Reporter). Photojournalist (Cameraman). 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: TV Reporter, Photojournalist, Positive 
 
 
A Mistletoe Promise (2016) 
Aspiring TV Weathergirl Drew Richards (Ashley Ross) is hired to do the “Reindeer Report” for WJKN-TV Channel 
4 News.  WJKN-TV Channel 4 News Weatherman (Kyle Donaldson). WJKN-TV Channel 4 News Male TV 
Anchor.  TV Station Floor Director (Ana Pacheco).  WJKN-TV Channel 4 News Staff.  
 

 
Elise Donner (Jaime King) is the creator, founder, and co-owner of a travel agency known as World Bright Travel 
Agency. The co-owner is her ex-husband, Dan (Lochlyn Munro), who switched up the Christmas presents one year 
and accidentally gave her a gift meant for his car show model mistress, Drew (Ashley Ross).  
Dan has acquired Drew’s services to do a local TV promotion for the travel agency on the most-watched segment of 
the year on local television, “The Reindeer Report” following Santa’s Christmas itinerary. The anchor of Channel 4 
News tosses it to Drew who freezes. Elise Donner steps in to finish the report because Drew can’t. She goes into 
frame and tells Drew there is a breaking news report that Santa has decided to enter America through New York so 
he can see the famous Christmas tree. She then does a commercial for the travel agency. It’s a great success. But Dan 
is so angry about it, he releases an e-mail that he stole from Elise’s e-mail about the fact she hates Christmas. It goes 
viral and she is embarrassed. But all ends well when she and her lawyer boyfriend carry the day and end up in a 
Christmas romance.  
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Then there is Nick Derr (Luke Macfarlane), a divorce lawyer who, like A Christmas Carol's Scrooge, has three 
Christmas ghosts, or three Christmases that have defined his life. He is up for partner at his law firm and needs a 
longtime girlfriend by the end of the week in order to prove that he is a serious family man like all the other partners 
before him. The two meet at a food court over their mutual hate for those treacherous Christmas carolers and create a 
mistletoe promise guaranteed to make him partner at his firm and give her an opportunity to get rid of the burden of 
her ex and his girlfriend. The promise is intended to be solely business but the spirit of the holidays and the amount 
of time spent pretending to be in love might just be enough to actually feel something for each other. 
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2016 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Drew Richards, TV Station Floor Director), Male (Anchor, Weatherman). Group.  
Ethnicity: White (Drew Richards, TV Station Floor Director, Anchor, Weatherman). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Television  
Job Title: Anchor (Drew Richards, Anchor). Reporter (Weatherman). Employee (TV Station Floor 

 Director). Miscellaneous (Channel 4 News Staff).  
Description: Major: None  
Description: Minor: Drew Richards, Negative. Anchor, Positive. Weatherman, TV Station Floor Director,  
 Channel 4 News Staff, Neutral 
 
 
 
 
 
The Mistletoe Secret (2019) 
Travel Writer Sterling Masters (Christopher Russell) of “Masters of Travel.” Journalist Alex Bartlett (Tyler Hynes). 
 

 
Masters is a famous TV personality, but the man who writes all of his material is Journalist Alex Bartlett, the real 
talent behind "Masters of Travel." He not only creates the copy, but also handles the website as Masters' ghostwriter. 
When Aria Eubank convinces a famous travel writer to do a feature story on her beloved hometown, Midway, Utah, 
it looks like the town’s tourism drop is about to be reversed.  
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Bartlett shows up incognito to see the Utah town himself for a review. He falls in love with Aria, the woman 
promoting the town who shows him around.  

 
Alex writes a favorable review under the Masters’ byline. At the diner, Aria reads the article aloud to Alex saying 
Masters loves the town. Masters calls Alex to tell him he loved the article and is going to come to the town saying 
“Midway sounds like a holiday utopia.”  
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When the travel guru and his ghostwriter both show up, Aria finds her heart torn between the charismatic but 
pompous Sterling Masters and Alex Bartlett, the real talent behind ˜Masters of Travel,” and the man who has 
genuinely fallen for her. When Sterling arrives, Alex has to remind him they don’t know each other. Aria is thrilled 
to meet Masters and introduces him to Alex. “He’s a writer, too,” she tells Masters. Aria likes Alex but is enamored 
with the celebrity traveler.  

 
Over dinner, Aria finds out that Alex is the ghostwriter. Masters says “Show business is complicated….Alex is my 
best friend and ghostwriter. He practically runs the website. It’s very common in this industry….” Aria goes to see 
Alex and tells him how hurt she is by the deception and that she can’t ever trust him again. Masters tells Alex that it 
is time to give credit where credit is due and will now give him full credit for the articles and the website.  
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Midway, Utah, is in contention with two other cities to be featured on Sterling Masters' Holiday Adventures. 
Heading up Midway's push to get the attention which would give a much-needed boost to the local resort and 
recreation business industry is Aria (Kellie Pickler) whose family owns The Mistletoe Diner. As it turns out Sterling 
Masters is only the face of the show while his best friend Alex is the writer and heart of the show. Alex comes to the 
Mistletoe Diner in advance to gather intel. He butts heads with Aria who is none too subtle about her idolization of 
Masters and is rubbed the wrong way by Alex's sarcastic remarks questioning Masters' dubious talents. Loosely 
based on N.Y. Times best-selling author Richard Paul Evans' novel of the same name. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Romance 
Gender:  Male (Sterling Masters, Alex Bartlett) 
Ethnicity: White (Sterling Masters, Alex Bartlett) 
Media Category: Television - Website 
Job Title: Anchor (Sterling Masters). Reporter (Alex Bartlett).  
Description: Major: Sterling Masters, Transformative Positive. Alex Bartlett, Positive 
Description: Minor: None 
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Morning Show Mysteries: Countdown to Murder (2019) – Number Four in the series 
Morning Show Segment Host Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson Peete) of Wake Up, West Coast. News Anchor-Host 
Lance Tuttle (David Lewis). Cameraman Phil Nardi (Jesse Moss). Assistant Lucy Delaney (Britanny Wilson). ). 
Head of Programming-Producer Gretchen Divoss (Kirsten Robek). Morning Show Host Tiffany Moon (Anna Van 
Hooft). Morning Weatherman Al Roker (Himself). Reporter (Aaran Henn). Wake Up, West Coast staff. Seattle 
Banner newspaper headlines.  
 

 
Blessings is the food anchor for the morning show and owner of a successful local bistro.  Tuttle is a self-possessed 
morning show host who takes himself too seriously. Phil is a producer on the morning TV show and often helps 
Billie investigate the murders. Trusted colleagues on Wake Up West Coast assist her in solving the crimes along with 
Police Detective Ian Jackson (Rick Fox).  
On the set of her cooking segment for Wake Up, West Coast, Billie discovers the cupboards are bare. The groceries 
that were supposed to come in for her cooking segment from Fairweather Market haven’t arrived, which is very 
unusual. She improvises a segment on a desert when no grocery supplies arrive.  
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When Billie discovers the same thing has happened at the restaurant, she heads down to the grocery to investigate. 
She arrives to find the police there, including her new boyfriend, Detective Ian Jackson (Rick Fox). The owner, Art 
Fairweather, was found dead in the back of the store. However, rumors are quickly flying that there was more to his 
death than the tragic accident it first appears to be. The discovery of a rubber duck with his eyes crossed out lend 
credence to that theory. Another death with another duck makes it look like someone is out to destroy Fairweather 
Market. But why?  The news media covers the story on television and in print.  

 
The Morning Show staff comes together to discuss the case. Then the anchors go on the air to broadcast an update on 
the two murders.  
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Lance finds a yellow duck in his coat and is considered the next possible victim. Phil interviews Lucy’s uncle who is 
running the market as strikers picket outside. Later, in the editing bay, Phil and Billie go over the footage. Lance and 
Lucy come in – Lucy’s uncle was fired possibly because of the news coverage. While they are discussing the 
footage, a fire breaks out in the edit room and they are locked in. Billie calls for help while Lance panics. They are 
rescued when Gretchen opens the door to find out what is going on.  

 
The Morning Show staff meets to discuss the threat against Lance, the fire and the case. Lance, who is wearing 
Phil’s sweatshirt, says he is being targeted as the next victim. But Billie says she thinks it is Phil who is being 
targeted. Phil is shocked by what Billie is saying. Lance had found a duck in his coat pocket hanging on the back of 
his chair in Phil’s editing suite. She makes the case that Phil is the next victim since he was involved in the coverage 
getting one person fired. Lance celebrates that he is not. Billie says she has to get back to the restaurant. Lance gives 
Phil back his sweatshirt saying that she should take Phil since “it is not safe having you in the studio.” 
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The Morning Show staff is back on the set reporting new developments in the case. One of the owners, Olivia, who 
controls the company now that her husband is dead, claims she received a death treat with a blue duck.  Billie is 
skeptical.  

 
Billie receives the next duck – a green one after attending one of the dead men’s funeral. 
At the end of the film, Billie and Ian capture the killer, Billie locking him into the freezer.  
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Art Fairweather (Gary Peterman) is murdered as he opens his store for the day, hit on the head with a can, but 
also buried by an entire shelf of canned goods pushed onto him by the killer. Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson 
Peete) goes to Fairweather Market and finds that Ian Jackson (Rick Fox) is there to investigate Art’s death. His 
children, Tess (Tara Wilson) and Jay (Andrew Francis) are there, too. Tess thinks the death might have been the 
result of the big fight he had with his partner, Edmund Stokes (Vincent Gale), who lost his stake in the store to 
Art. Plus, there was a toy, a red rubber duck, found near the body, with its eyes crossed out. Billie and Ian have 
a dinner date at Ian’s house. With a little help from Lucy at “Wake Up West Coast,” Billie figures out that the 
red duck is from a countdown song. Five ducks went over the hill, but only four came back. Could this mean 
that Art’s murder was only the first of more to come? Ian and partner Vinnie Hawk (David Paetkau) discover 
that the shelving had been tampered with. Jay tells Billie about the feud between his father and Edmund Stokes. 
Their fathers had founded Fairweather Market, but Edmund always felt less than, and despised. Billie visits 
Edmund on his boat, hoping to get a read on him, but he tells her she ought to be checking out Jay and Tess, 
who didn’t get along with their father as much as everyone believes. As Ian and Hawk approach Stokes’ boat to 
question him, the boat roars away from them on the dock and explodes. They find an orange duck in Stokes’ 
car, eyes crossed out. Edmund’s socialite wife, Olivia (Ona Grauer) who now owns two-thirds of Fairweather 
Markets and sided with Art in the company battle, is acting quite suspicious. As more ducks with crossed-out 
eyes continue to surface, more potential targets emerge, as well as a complete list of suspects that includes both 
of Art’s grown children, a fired Fairweather employee who seemed to side with Edmund Stokes during a strike, 
and Stokes’ wife, from whom Stokes had filed for divorce prior to his death. With so many possibilities, and 
additional information being revealed daily, the police are working as quickly as possible but Billie can’t help 
herself and investigates her own leads. And after receiving her own rubber duck, Billie knows she must be 
getting close. She makes one final visit to a still-closed-for-repairs Fairweather Market to investigate a hunch, 
she discovers the final clue. But she is not alone, and must outwit the killer quickly, or else become the subject 
of a deadly “cleanup on aisle six.” 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Billie Blessings, Lucy Delaney, Gretchen Divoss, Tiffany Moon, Reporter). Male (Lance  
 Tuttle, Phil Nardi). Group-2 
Ethnicity: Black (Billie Blessings). White (Lucy Delaney, Gretchen Divoss, Tiffany Moon,  
 Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Reporter). Unspecified-2. 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title:  Anchor-Host (Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle, Tiffany Moon). Employee (Lucy Delaney). 
Photojournalist (Phil Nardi). Executive-Producer (Gretchen Divoss). Reporter (Reporter). Miscellaneous 
(Morning Show staff). Unidentified News Staff (Seattle Banner). 
Description: Major: Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle, Lucy Delaney, Phil Nardi, Positive 
Description: Minor: Tiffany Moon, Gretchen Divoss, Reporter, Positive. Miscellaneous, Unidentified News  
 Staff, Neutral. 
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Morning Show Mysteries: Death by Design (2019) – Number Five in the series 
Morning Show Segment Host Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson Peete) of Wake Up, West Coast. News Anchor-
Host Lance Tuttle (David Lewis). Cameraman Phil Nardi (Jesse Moss). Morning Weatherman Al Roker 
(Himself). Associate Producer Lucy Delaney (Britanny Wilson). Wake Up, West Coast staff.  
 

 
The Wake Up, West Coast Morning Show staff, segment host Billie Blessings, News Anchor-Host Lance Tuttle, 
Producer Phil, Associate Producer Lucy.  

 
The movies are based on novels written by Al Roker, long-time host and weatherman of NBC’s Today Show, 
who also serves as an executive producer of the series and offers a cameo role as himself greeting his colleague 
Billie Blessing.  

 
 
Blessings is the food anchor for the morning show and owner of a successful local bistro.  Her morning show 
segment is a fixture of the popular program. Tuttle is a self-possessed morning show host who takes himself too 
seriously. He becomes a fawning admirer of Chef Billie Blessings' best friend Marian, who is hired to 
redecorate the TV studio. Phil is a producer-cameraman on the morning TV show and often helps Billie 
investigate the murders. Trusted colleagues on Wake Up West Coast assist her in solving the crimes along with 
Police Detective Ian Jackson (Rick Fox).   
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Chef Billie Blessings' best friend Marian is hired to redecorate the TV studio. When Marian's twin sister is 
murdered, Billie must investigate their close friends to find the killer. 
The relationship between two of Billie’s colleagues (Brittney Wilson and Jesse Moss) at the station is 
progressing at a fast pace – they expose one of the suspects. Billie and Ian solve the case and bring the murderer 
to justice.  
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Much-beloved restauranteur-turned-TV chef, Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson Peete) helps prepare her 
restaurant, Blessings, for the birthday party of her childhood best friend, interior designer Marian (Keegan 
Connor Tracy), and Marian’s identical twin sister Jasmine (Keegan Connor Tracy). Jasmine rules the party, 
with Marian feeling unwell at the last minute. Queen Bee to her circle of best friends, Jasmine gets into a verbal 
altercation with one of them – Riley (Jessica Heafey) – and orders her to leave the party. After the party, 
Jasmine is nearly run over by a car. Billie and Ian (Rick Fox) are not connecting as well as they usually do, with 
broken dates and no explanations. Jasmine is found murdered in an alley. Jasmine’s husband Aaron’s (Michael 
Teigen) alibi is his assistant, who turns out to be a corporate spy for a competing tech firm. Soon, everyone 
starts to think Riley killed Jasmine but she nervously protests that she did not. Jasmine’s two other BFFs, Lana 
(Kimberley Sustad) and Stacey (Michelle Harrison) each had their own private beefs with Jasmine, but enough 
to kill for? Just as the evidence begins to single out Riley, she is discovered dead from an overdose, complete 
with suicide note – or was it a staged suicide to frame Marian? When it is learned that Jasmine changed the 
beneficiary of her two million dollar life insurance policy the very day she was killed, the list of official 
suspects grows, and Billie does what she does best – asks questions and puts together pieces of a puzzle that 
will lead to the killer. Ian welcomes Billie’s input on the case and, one by one, Ian and Billie consider everyone 
close to Jasmine, and try to identify a motive, means and opportunity for murder. Everybody in Jasmine’s circle 
seems to have flimsy alibis, and each one has a motive. Marian lost her life savings to a bad investment in 
Aaron’s company; Stacey’s husband was wrongfully fired from Aaron’s company; Lana’s investment in 
Aaron’s company is lost, and Aaron stands to get the insurance money – as does Marian – provided the other 
one is Jasmine’s killer. Just as Billie is certain she knows who the killer it, she walks in on a trap laid by one of 
the other suspects to draw out the truth from the murderer. However, with two murders already, the killer comes 
prepared to kill Billie in order to ensure her silence. It’ll take some quick thinking and a little backup from her 
favorite detective, or Billie may well be the next victim.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Billie Blessings, Lucy Delaney). Male (Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Al Roker). Group.  
Ethnicity: Black (Billie Blessings, Al Roker). White (Lucy Delaney, Lance Tuttle, Phil  
 Nardi). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Television  
Job Title: Anchor-Host (Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle). Photojournalist (Phil Nardi). Employee (Lucy 

 Delaney). Real-Life Journalist Cameo (Al Roker). Miscellaneous (Morning Show Staff). 
Description: Major: Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Lucy Delaney, Positive 
Description: Minor: Al Roker, Positive. Miscellaneous, Neutral 
 
 
 
Morning Show Mysteries: Mortal Mishaps (2018) – Number One in the series 
Morning Show Segment Host Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson Peete) of Wake Up, West Coast. News Anchor-
Host Lance Tuttle (David Lewis). Morning Show Cameraman Phil Nardi (Jesse Moss). Assistant Kiki Owens 
(Jordana Largy). Morning Show Executive Producer Rudy Slater (Ben Wilkinson). Morning Weatherman Al 
Roker (Himself).  President of Programming Gretchen Divoss (Kirsten Robek). Station Owner Vernon Divoss 
(Tom Butler).  New Morning Show Host Tiffany Moon (Anna Van Hooft). Pack Journalists. Channel 8 QZK 
Local News Reporter (Meena Mann). Channel 8 Cameraman. Wake Up, West Coast staff.  
 

 
Wake Up, West Coast Morning Show staff – Anchors Billie Blessing and Lance Tuttle, Producer Phil Nardi, 
Assistant Kiki Owens, Programming President Gretchen Divoss, Station owner Gordon Divoss, new Morning 
Show Host Tiffany Moon.  
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The movies are based on novels written by Al Roker, long-time host and weatherman of NBC’s Today Show, 
who also serves as an executive producer of the series and offers a cameo role as himself greeting his colleague 
Billie Blessing.  

 
Billie Blessings is the food anchor for the morning show and owner of a successful local bistro.  Tuttle is a self-
possessed morning show host who takes himself too seriously. Phil is a producer on the morning TV show and 
often helps Billie investigate the murders. Trusted colleagues on Wake Up West Coast assist her in solving the 
crimes along with Police Detective Ian Jackson (Rick Fox).  
The Morning Show host, Lanie Heyword, died suddenly and executive producer Rudy Slater is supposed to 
announce the new host of Wake Up, West Coast before the next broadcast. 
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After the broadcast, his microphone is left on and a private meeting is aired to the entire studio. No one will go 
to tell him including Kiki Owens (Jordana Largy), a backstage assistant for the morning show as well as Billie’s 
friend. So Billie is asked to do it. He and the head of programming, Gretchen, are arguing about his authority to 
do things without her approval. He tells her he went over her head to her father who runs the network and got 
permission. Apparently the two have been going out together and she storms out of the office furious.  

 
Slater had apparently asked Billie to be the new host but she didn’t want the job. She tells him she loves her 
restaurant and teaching people how to cook.  He tells her, “Well, good deeds make good refrigerator magnets. 
And nobody pays any attention to either of those.” 
Slater calls everyone together on stage to tell them someone is trying to sabotage the show, and he won’t stand 
for it. “If I find out who you are, you’re fired,” and storms off.  
At a dinner honoring Rudy that night, the station owner introduces him and just as he is about to name the new 
host, Rudy collapses and dies of food poisoning. The police arrive and shut down Blessings’ restaurant as a 
crime scene. 
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Billie becomes the prime suspect in the murder of her local morning show’s executive producer moments before 
he was to announce the name of the show’s new co-host. With all eyes on her, especially those of Ian Jackson 
(former NBA star Rick Fox), the cop with whom she has a complicated history, Billie must work quickly and 
discreetly, with a couple of trusted colleagues assisting her, to figure out who put cyanide into one of her 
signature cakes and had it delivered to the victim in her name. Blessings has gone from beloved chef, restaurant 
owner, and morning show segment host to #1 suspect in a murder case when one of the executives at the 
network dies from poisoning. When the head chef at Billie's restaurant is arrested and held as a suspect, all eyes 
are on Billie, but she's not interested in waiting around for the cops to figure out what happened. Taking matters 
into her own hands, Billie digs deeper into a mystery that could incriminate a number of people close to her, all 
while risking her own life in the process - and her stay under the radar -- her celebrity status sure doesn't help 
her 
The next morning, Lance is complaining no one knows who is going on with him.  Gretchen is the new 
executive producer and will make the decision. The new host, Tiffany Moon, is scared and has stage fright. 
Billie goes to comfort her, giving her some pointers on how to get through the first day (for example, repeat a 
question asked to give you time to frame your answer). Gretchen then tells Billie she is taking her off the show 
and canceling the cooking segment.  
 

 
When Billie and Phil go back to the restaurant, they are greeted by a group of reporters including a Channel 8 
news team.  
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The Morning Show staff works on solving the crime with Billie. Billie talks to Tiffany about her relationship 
with Slater, which she claims was thoroughly professional although some pictures were taken of them that gave 
the wrong impression and got Gretchen furious. Tiffany tells Billie she also got threatening phone calls.  

 
 
At Roger’s funeral, Divoss tells Billie all of her fans are clamoring for her return. “We’re getting slammed on 
social media,” he tells her. He orders Gretchen to have her back on the show – as a guest talking about the 
murder. “Our ratings will go through the roof,” he says leaving Gretchen dumbfounded. Billie agrees to be on 
the program.  

 
On the broadcast, Billie turns the interview on Tiffany who defends her relationship with Slater, live on camera. 
She tells of the threatening phone calls. Billie promises they will keep her safe. Billie asks her if she knows who 
killed Roger. She says Roger believed that Lanie was poisoned, shocking everyone. Jackson immediately orders 
a toxicology screen on Lanie.   
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Later, Divoss tells Billie if she hurts his daughter (“my little girl”), he will make her pay.  

 
The detectives find a video where Kiki is on camera auditioning for the host job and says that Lainie won’t be 
around much longer. The showdown takes place. Kiki confesses to Billie, pulls a gun on her, and Phil shows up 
shooting video. Kiki runs away. Detectives show up and confront her. Phil, shooting video, says, “Go ahead. It 
will make great TV,” and Kiki surrenders to the police.  
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At a Morning Show dinner, Billie is welcomed back to the Morning Show. Gretchen apologizes. The staff 
breaks bread and everyone toasts the future.  

 
It turns out Kiki had aspirations of replacing Lanie Haywood as the show's new co-host.. She even sent a demo 
to Rudy Slater, the show's executive producer. Despite Rudy complimenting Kiki's intelligence and talent, he 
stated to Kiki that Lanie wasn't going anywhere, and that she should give up on becoming co-host. Angered by 
Rudy's words, Kiki devised a murderous revenge plan, beginning with poisoning Lanie. After Lanie's death, 
Rudy had suspected that Kiki was Lanie's killer, and to keep him from talking, the evil Kiki poisoned Rudy as 
well. The villainess used cyanide, the same poison she used to kill Lanie, and mixed it in to a cake she had 
baked. The cake was later delivered to Rudy, who slowly succumbed to the poison after eating it; with his death 
coming while he was about to announce the new co-host. 
Kiki's plan was to frame Billie, doing so out of jealousy. Knowing that the demo could tie her to the murder, 
Kiki attempted to kill camera operator Phil Nardi with a gas explosion, only to be saved by Billie. Later on, 
Billie, Kiki, and new co-host Tiffany Moon went to Rudy's apartment to search for the demo, only for Kiki to 
lock the pair in the wine closet and stage her own attack, while also taking possession of a gun found by 
Tiffany. However, Billie had already suspected Kiki as being the killer, and their return to the apartment for the 
demo resulted in Kiki pointing a gun at Billie, revealing herself as the murderous and vengeful villainess behind 
everything. 
Kiki revealed her motivation for killing Lanie and Rudy, accusing the latter of mocking her during her audition. 
She claimed that the poison was 60 years old and that she didn't plan on it killing Lanie, though the video demo, 
which was texted to Detective Ian Jackson's phone by Phil, hinted otherwise. She also revealed her jealousy of 
Billie and bragged about how easy it was to frame her, and she planned on killing Billie and making it look like 
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she killed herself, only for Phil and later Ian to arrive and stop her. The villainess made her escape, and later 
resurfaced with a knife, but she later ended up handcuffed and arrested for the murders. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2018 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Billie Blessings, Kiki Owens, Gretchen Divoss, Tiffany Moon, Channel 8 QZK Reporter).  
 Male (Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Rudy Slater, Al Roker, Vernon Divoss). Group-2.  
Ethnicity: Black (Billie Blessings, Al Roker).  White (Kiki Owens, Gretchen Divoss, Tiffany  
 Moon, Channel 8 QZK Reporter, Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Rudy Slater, Vernon Divoss). Unspecified-2.  

Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Anchor-Host (Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle, Tiffany Moon). Executive (Gretchen Divoss). 

Publisher (Vernon Divoss). Producer (Rudy Slater). Photojournalist (Phil Nardi). Employee (Kiki 
Owens). Reporter (Channel 8 QZK  Reporter). Real-Life Journalist (Al Roker). Pack Journalists. 
Miscellaneous (Morning Show Staff).  

Description: Major: Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle, Tiffany Moon, Gretchen, Vernon Divoss, Rudy Slater, Phil  
 Nardi, Positive.  Kiki Owens, Very Negative.  
Description: Minor: Reporter, Al Roker, Positive. Pack Journalists, Negative. Miscellaneous, Neutral. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Morning Show Mysteries: A Murder in Mind (2019) – Number Three in the series 
Morning Show Segment Host Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson Peete) of Wake Up, West Coast. News Anchor-Host 
Lance Tuttle (David Lewis). Cameraman Phil Nardi (Jesse Moss). Head of Programming-Producer Gretchen Divoss 
(Kirsten Robek). Morning Show Host Tiffany Moon (Anna Van Hooft). Assistant Lucy Delaney (Brittney. 
Wilson). Assistant Colin (Robinson James Peete). Wake Up, West Coast staff. 
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Blessings is the food anchor for the morning show and owner of a successful local bistro.  Tuttle is a self-possessed 
morning show host that takes himself too seriously. Phil is a producer on the morning TV show and often helps 
Billie investigate the murders. Trusted colleagues on Wake Up West Coast assist her in solving the crimes along with 
Police Detective Ian Jackson (Rick Fox).  
Katie Sanders (Hilary Jardine), a former server at Blessings Restaurant, gets her big break starring as the title 
character in the new TV drama “Kelso’s Law.” She’s then thrilled to be asked to co-host Wake Up West Coast with 
Billie to promote her new show, which is based on the real-life cases of attorney Hannah Kelso (Teryl Rothery), as 
told in a series of best-selling books.  
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Lance prepares for his interview with Hannah. Billie meets Colin, an assistant. Lance interviews Hannah but she 
insists on knowing the questions so she can prepare her answers.  

 
Billie had gone to Hannah’s lakeside house to talk with her, and she sees a shadowy figure racing out of the side 
gate. Out back, near the shoreline, Billie discovers the body of Hannah’s private investigator. 
Ian Jackson is then called in to the investigation and Katie becomes the prime suspect after Ian discovers a pin she 
was wearing in the dirt outside Hannah’s house. 
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On the set, Lance and guest co-host Katie Sanders watch the interview Lance did with Hannah. During the 
broadcast, Lance embarrasses Kate when he asks her about Hannah’s son, an eligible bachelor, and if there is 
anything going on between them. He also questions her on the murder. After Kate signs off the segment, she runs off 
the set and Billie and Lucy go to comfort her.  

 
Katie tells Billie she is innocent. Making matters worse, blackmail is uncovered. Katie is then attacked, but survives. 
Billie must sift through the mounting evidence and list of suspects to get to the truth and, with Ian’s help,  clear her 
friend’s name. 
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Phil and Lucy, meanwhile, are enjoying working together. They find a clue in some news footage to help solve the 
case. The real killer turns out to be Hannah. Katie whacks her with an oar and Ian arrives to arrest her. Billie and 
Ian’s romance continues to grow.  

 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year:  2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Billie Blessings, Lucy Delaney, Gretchen Divoss, Tiffany Moon). Male (Lance Tuttle, Phil  
 Nardi, Colin). Group.  
Ethnicity: Black (Billie Blessings, Colin). White (Lucy Delaney, Gretchen Divoss, Tiffany  
 Moon, Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi). Unspecified. 
Media Category: Television  
Job Title: Anchor-Host (Billie Blessings, Lance Tuttle, Tiffany Moon). Photojournalist (Phil Nardi). Employee  

(Lucy Delaney, Colin). Executive (Gretchen Divoss). Miscellaneous (Morning staff).  
Description: Major: Billie Blessings, Positive 
Description: Minor: Phil Nardi, Lance Tuttle, Tiffany Moon, Lucy Delaney, Colin, Gretchen Divoss, Positive. 
 Miscellaneous, Neutral.  
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Morning Show Mysteries: Murder on the Menu (2018) – Number Two in the series 
Morning Show Segment Host Billie Blessings (Holly Robinson Peete) of Wake Up, West Coast. News Anchor-
Host Lance Tuttle (David Lewis). Morning Show Cameraman Phil Nardi (Jesse Moss). Morning Show Host 
Tiffany Moon (Anna Van Hooft). President of Programming Gretchen Divoss (Kirsten Robek). Station Owner 
Vernon Devoss (Tom Butler).  New Assistant Lucy Delaney (Brittney Wilson). Weatherman Al Roker 
(Himself). TV Reporter (Arran Henn).  Wake Up, West Coast staff.  
 

 
Billie Blessings is the food anchor for the morning show and owner of a successful local bistro.  Tuttle is a self-
possessed morning show host that takes himself too seriously. Phil is a producer on the morning TV show and 
often helps Billie investigate the murders. Trusted colleagues on Wake Up West Coast assist her in solving the 
crimes along with Police Detective Ian Jackson (Rick Fox).  
Blessing is hosting a segment with a famous celebrity chef along with Tiffany and Lance. Owner Vernon 
Divoss and his daughter Gretchen, head of programming, come by to meet him.  

 
Gretchen is looking for a replacement for Kiki who Tiffany says “was perfect.”  “Except for killing two 
people,” adds Phil.  When her replacement, a very nervous Lucy Delaney, drops what she is carrying, Phil turns 
to Billie and says, “She’s toast.”  She carries the rest of the stuff for the professional celebrity chef out to his 
car, she opens the trunk of his rental car and finds a body. Detective Ian Richardson shows up at the crime 
scene. Billie tries to comfort the new assistant.  The news media is all over the story. 
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Gretchen hires a detective to help solve the crime. Billie thinks they should leave it to the police. She wants 
Billie to cover the story. “I’m not a crime reporter,” Billie says. Gretchen tells her she is a good interviewer and 
knows the story. “You may not be aware of this, but our ratings are going down, even after we redecorated the 
set. This is national news. We have a chance to get things back on track”  Gretchen asks Billie if she wants her 
to give the interview to Lance.  Billie says Lance would destroy the chef since “he’s been waiting for an expose 
his whole career.” Gretchen: “At least you will be objective.”   
Billie goes on TV with Lance and Tiffany to introduce the crime segment. She sums up two murders in which 
the celebrity chef may be a person of interest. The guest is the retired homicide detective Gretchen hired as a 
consultant on the case. Billie says he believes these two crimes might be connected. The first victim was his 
fiancee, who he had been arguing with the night before her murder.  She was killed with a meat tenderizer 
covered with the chef’s blood. Billie says the meat tenderizer could have been used at the restaurant before the 
murder.  He continues to make the case, casting doubt on the chef’s alibi. He admits he was never charged. 
Billie challenges him. Lance: “Two women. Two murders. One famous chef.”  He stares into the camera, 
ending the segment. Gretchen comes down to the stage: “That was great.” She wants an update tomorrow. An 
angry Vernon shows up, ordering Gretchen into his office immediately. Phil says: “Something tells me the 
owner of this network did not like that show.” 
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Billie meets with Ian Richardson at the police headquarters to discuss what happened during the interview. 
Later, back at the TV studio, the  chef gets a chance to do a rebuttal on the Morning Show as well as cook up a 
signature dish that includes a poisonous fish. Lucy says someone’s coming. It’s Richardson who arrests the 
shocked chef on camera. Gretchen goes to see her lawyers leaving the Morning Show staff to fend for itself.   
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Gretchen wants to know why Lucy is following her. Lucy says she isn’t. Tiffany comes over to the plain-
looking Lucy and asks her if she would like a make-over on camera. She does and looks totally changed.  

 
Lucy, Phil and Billie work to solve the case. Gretchen congratulates Lucy on her organization of her folders. 
Billie confronts the killers and is saved when Ian comes to her rescue.  
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Blessings becomes a key player in a deliciously deceptive murder mystery when a body is found in the trunk of 
her on-camera celebrity guest chef’s rental car. After the chef returns to the show and is implicated in a prior 
murder, Billie is targeted for the on-air ambush, even though she’s pretty sure the guy didn’t do it. Now caught 
in the middle of this mess, Billie must uncover who the killer is, without compromising the investigation led by 
Ian Jackson, the cop with whom she has a complicated history. 
 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2018 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Billie Blessings, Tiffany Moon, Gretchen Divoss, Lucy Delaney, TV Reporter). Male (Lance  

Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Vernon Divoss, Al Roker). Group.  
Ethnicity: Black (Billie Blessings, Al Roker). White (Tiffany Moon, Gretchen Divoss, Lucy  
 Delaney, TV Reporter, Lance Tuttle, Phil Nardi, Vernon Divoss). Unspecified.  
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Anchor-Host (Billie Blessings, Tiffany Moon, Lance Tuttle). Executive (Gretchen Divoss).  Owner 
(Vernon Divoss). Photojournalist (Phil Nardi). Employee (Lucy Delaney). Reporter (TV  

Reporter). Real-Life Journalist (Al Roker). Miscellaneous (Morning Show Staff).  
Description: Major: Billie Blessings, Phil Nardi, Lucy Delaney, Positive 
Description: Minor: Tiffany Moon, Lance Tuttle, Gretchen Divoss, Vernon Divoss, Al Roker, Positive.  
 TV Reporter, Miscellaneous, Neutral.  
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Mr. Hockey: The Gordie Howe Story (2013) 
Houston Sportscaster (Curt Kellback). Houston TV Reporter (Curtis Moore). Detroit Sportswriter (Ernie Pitts). 
Press Conference. Pack Journalists. 
 

 
The story of the 1973 hockey season when aging legend Gordie Howe returned to the ice at the age of 44.  
Howe retired after 25 winning seasons with the Detroit Red Wings, but he realized that retirement just didn’t 
work for him. When his sons were drafted by the Houston Aeros, he came out of retirement to join the team. He 
was written off  by many who thought he was too old to be playing competitively. When a rival league springs 
up, the World Hockey Association, and he gets this crazy idea that he could go there and play alongside his two 
sons, Mark and Marty. At 45, that's not easy. But two of the sharpest elbows in hockey history still work, and he 
whips the rest of his body into shape. 
At the press conference, the sports media interviewed him as to why he was returning. An unidentified 
sportscaster narrates what is going on for the TV audience. 

 
Curt Kellback a real-life freelance Canadian sportscaster, is the Houston Aero sportscaster who interviews the 
Aeros’ assistant coach about the team and Howe.  

 
During the year, Howe reads a quote from one of his sons, Mark, in a magazine: “I knew my dad was an old 
man, but I didn’t know he was a dirty old man ” which infuriates the older Howe. His son tells him it was a 
joke. Howe: “What the heck kind of thing is that to say about your father.”  Mark: “I was trying to explain to 
the reporter how you play with an edge…” Howe: “I play dirty, is that what you think?”  Mark: “Come on, you 
cross the line sometimes.” Howe: “What line? There is no line. You let them throw dirt at you, they will keep 
doing it.”  Howe throws the magazine at his son, who is playing the guitar.  Howe reads everything written 
about him during the season. 
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During the playoffs, Houston TV reporters do interviews. The Houston Aero sportscaster narrates the games.  
Howe brings the Aeros into the finals for the WHA championship and the team wins the trophy. The sports 
media are there to cover it.  

 
The Detroit sports media rush after the owner of the Detroit Red Wings to ask him what he thinks of what just 
happened with the Houston Aeros. A Detroit sportswriter tells him that Howe was chosen most valuable player 
and his son Mark was named rookie of the year. He asks if there is any truth about a merger between the NFL 
and the World Hockey Association. “Never gonna happen,” he shouts at the reporter. “You think I’d let those 
bums in my barn?” and walks away.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2013 
Genre: Biography 
Gender: Male (Curt Kellback, Houston TV Reporter, Ernie Pitts). Group-2. 
Ethnicity: Black (Ernie Pitts). White (Curt Kellback, Houston TV Reporter). Unspecified-2. 
Media Category: Television - Newspaper 
Job Title: Sports Journalist (Curt Kellback, Houston TV Reporter, Ernie Pitts). Press Conference Journalists.  

Pack Journalists.  
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Curt Kellback, Houston TV Reporter, Ernie Pitts, Press Conference Journalists, Pack  

Journalists, Positive 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Matched (2016) 
Writer Ben Reynolds (Shawn Roberts).  
 

 
Upstart wedding planner Libby Boland makes dreams come true by designing romantic fairy tale weddings for 
her clients. Problem is there's no romance in her own life. All that changes when she falls for Ben Reynolds, 
author of the new book, 'Wedding Day Do's and Don'ts."  
Unfortunately, their blossoming romance is threatened when she discovers that Ben's book is a primer for 
getting married on the cheap -- completely incompatible with everything she believes. Sparks fly at a wedding 
expo where Libby and Ben battle over clients. But when Libby's livelihood is threatened, Ben finds a creative 
way to come to her rescue. 
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2016 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Male (Ben Reynolds) 
Ethnicity: White (Ben Reynolds) 
Media Category: Books 
Job Title: Reporter (Ben Reynolds) 
Description: Major: Ben Reynolds, Positive 
Description: Minor: None 
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Murder 101 (2006) 
Investigative Reporter Cheryl Collins (Tracey Needham) for Financial Press and freelance.  Cameraman 
(David McDivitt) with camera crew. 
 

 
Collins has been working undercover in the public relations department of a major corporation to uncover 
corruption. At a  corporate party, the CEO confronts Collins and starts screaming that Collins is a spy, an 
undercover reporter who is about to spew dirt and lies about the company. The party dissolves leaving the two 
of them alone. They argue, and as the CEO moves toward Collins, he collapses. She leaves his mansion and 
moments later, the building blows up. She is charged with murder of the corrupt CEO she was about to expose 
in a non-fiction book. The book publisher puts up her bail and the news media cover the story. 

 

 
After being questioned by the police and Investigator Mike Bryant, Collins goes back to her apartment where an 
intruder is waiting for her and locks her in the closet. In the darkness, she telephones for help.  The police and 
Bryant arrive quickly. The police think she staged the stunt to look less guilty.  
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Mike brings a famed criminology professor, Dr. Jonathan Maxwell, into the case. She immediately looks them 
up on the Internet.  

 
The three start investigating the case, getting into one adventure after another. It turns out the corporate 
executive was not killed, but faked his death so he could escape with his life and his money.  
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A camera crew is shooting a video of one of the corporation executives when he is interrupted by Dr. Maxwell 
and stops the filming abruptly. 

 
Brought in by the police to help solve the crime, Dr. Maxwell throws himself into a world of corporate schemes 
to uncover a long list of hard-nosed men and women with big-money motives for murder. 
Dr. Jonathan Maxwell (Dick Van Dyke) is a criminology professor who helps solve crimes, usually because 
they happen directly in front of him. He takes care of the more analytical part of the crime-solving. Mike Bryant 
(Barry Van Dyke) is a former cop who has become a private detective after being blackballed from the precinct. 
His father was close friends with Maxwell, and Bryant sees him as a father figure. He participates in more of the 
action and chase scenes of the mystery solving. (Barry is the real-life son of Dick Van Dyke.) 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2006 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender:  Female (Cheryl Collins). Group. 
Ethnicity: White (Cheryl Collins). Unspecified 
Media Category: Newspaper-Magazine-Internet 
Job Title: Reporter (Cheryl Collins). Miscellaneous (Camera Crew) 
Description: Major: Cheryl Collins, Very Positive 
Description: Minor: Miscellaneous, Neutral 
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Murder 101: College Can Be Murder (2007) 
Reporter Kelly Fogelle (Kimberly Quinn). 
 

 
Fogelle wants to follow famed criminology professor, Jonathan Maxwell, around for a profile and ends up covering 
the death of a professor.  Maxwell does not believe that Professor Archer Coe died of a heart attack, so he hires his 
friend Mike Parker to investigate. The pair discover that the murdered professor had many enemies, and many 
secrets. 
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When the story appears in the paper, the dean is angry. “Did you say this in front of a reporter?” Maxwell: “I thought 
we were having a private conversation.” He confronts the reporter. “Did I misquote you?” she asks. “That is beside 
the point,” Maxwell says. “You were talking in front of a reporter,” she says. “At no time did I hear the words, ‘off 
the record.’”. Maxwell: “You went for a cheap headline and a sensational story.” “If a professor was murdered on 
this campus, you bet your life it’s a sensational story,” she responds. “And it was my job to print it.” She tells him to 
solve the case and she’ll help him. “I don’t want someone I don’t trust following me around,” he tells her. “I was just 
doing my job,” she says. He tells her she was there “to do an interview about my work, not an expose on my private 
thoughts.” 

 

 
The reporter shows up at Maxwell’s house crying. “They fired me! The dean complained to my editor. He fired me.” 
Maxwell tries to comfort her. 
Fogelle shows up at the crime scene where a campus policeman asks her what she is doing there and escorts her 
off the premises. Later, a detective brings her to Maxwell’s house because she was prowling around the dead 
man’s house. She tells Maxwell the only way she is going to get her job back – because she hasn’t a chance of 
getting another job because she was fired – is to break the story of the real murderer and if that means climbing 
over fences and looking in windows, that’s exactly what I’m going to do.”. Maxwell makes a deal with her – if 
you promise not to do any more investigating on your own and I manage to crack this case, I will give you all 
the details first.”  
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Kelly goes with Mike Parker who she says is babysitting her even though she gave Maxwell her word she 
wouldn’t do any more investigating. He goes to the police station and leaves her on a bench but when he comes 
back she’s gone. She was thirsty and didn’t go anywhere. “I told you, I gave Dr. Maxwell my word.”  Maxwell 
then takes her with him and tells her to stay in the car. Later on campus, Kelly says, “Tell me we’re making 
some progress.”  A female professor killed him to get his manuscript for publication, head of the English 
department and tenure. She killed him by poisoning an orange he was eating. True to his word, Maxwell gives 
Kelly the exclusive story.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2007 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender:  Female (Kelly Fogelle) 
Ethnicity: White (Kelly Fogelle) 
Media Category: Newspaper 
Job Title: Reporter (Kelly Fogelle) 
Description: Major: Kelly Fogelle, Transformative Positive  
Description: Minor: None 
 
 
 
Murder She Baked: A Deadly Recipe (2016) 
Reporter Carly Winters (Brenna O'Brien), WNKW News in Minnesota, is featured on "Carly on Crime." 
Cameraman. 
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Winters covers the story of a dead sheriff in this Minnesota town. 
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen just can’t keep her hands out of the batter when murder stirs things up in Lake Eden, 
Minnesota, leaving the sheriff dead, a deputy accused, and a killer on the loose. For years, Sheriff Grant’s been the 
iron hand in town, but when his dead body is discovered, Hannah’s brother-in-law is accused of the crime. Soon, 
Hannah’s dishing up scandalous secrets, steaming hot betrayals, and enough intrigue to keep the gossip mill at The 
Cookie Jar going through several pots of decaf. And the closer Hannah gets to the truth, the closer she gets to finding 
the murderer. 

 
Winters talks to police, then covers the sheriff’s funeral talking to those in attendance. 

 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2016 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Carly Winters). Male (Cameraman). 
Ethnicity: White (Carly Winters). Unspecified (Cameraman). 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Reporter (Carly Winters). Photojournalist (Cameraman).  
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Carly Winters, Positive. Photojournalist, Neutral.  
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My Christmas Dream (2016) 
TV Reporter (Greg Harper). Cameraman. 
 

 
Television reporter and cameraman cover opening of new display at McDougal’s department store. 

 
Christina Masters (Danica McKellar), the manager of McDougal’s flagship department store, is determined to 
land the manager position for their new Paris location. She sets out to impress Victoria, the store’s owner, by 
creating the best holiday display in McDougal’s history. Fresh out of inspiration despite assuring Victoria 
otherwise, Christina turns to a recently fired store employee who also happens to be a talented artist and single 
dad to his young son. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2016 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Male (Reporter, Cameraman). 
Ethnicity: Black (Cameraman). White (Reporter).  
Media Category: Television  
Job Title: Reporter (Reporter). Photojournalist (Cameraman).  
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Reporter, Photojournalist, Positive 
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My Favorite Bachelor (aka A Man For Every Month) (2020) 
Blogger Megan Collins (Carlson Young) works for an online company called Newsmaze. Editor Brenda (Jolene 
Blalock). Producer-Director Scott Stewart (Aaron Jakubenko) of short-form content and video production.  
Staff Writer Callie (Ashli Haynes). Associate Producer Justin (Najee De-Tiege). Newsmaze Staff.  
  

 
A shy writer has to go out on a date with a different man every month in order to write an article for her 
company's 'Man for Every Month' blog. 
Megan is a quirky blogger at a large online news and entertainment company called Newsmaze. Her latest blog? 
“10 Ways to throw the best dog birthday paw-ty.” 

 
Content to sit behind her computer and post cat videos online, she doesn’t do a lot of dating. That all changes at 
a staff meeting when her boss, Brenda, gives her a new assignment- she must go on a date with each of the 12 
Bachelors they interviewed for their Man for Every Month column on eligible men. Also at the meeting, 
producer-director Scott Stewart is introduced to the staff and assigned to do the video blog with Megan on her 
dating experiences.  
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Scott works with a nervous Megan to produce the first video. 

 
Meanwhile, editor Brenda tells an over-40 male who wants to be one of the eligible men that he is too old for 
their demographic. 

 
Megan is back streaming video live. First video update on my mission to date a man every month. “My first 
date was July.”  It was a disaster.  Brenda asks Callie how she thinks the Man for Every Month is going. Callie 
says it is getting a lot of hits. Brenda wants to know if the dating pool is representative of the dating population. 
Callie says the dates are mostly models with big social media followings. Brenda nods in agreement. 
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Megan does another video blog on her February date. It’s another bad date. 

 
Brenda has a meeting with Megan – the first three dates were a bust. “One you were a no-show, the second you 
pawned off on your girlfriend, and the last you gave the third degree. Honey, you are not taking advantage of 
this opportunity and if you don’t start taking this seriously, honey, you’re going to get nowhere.” She adds, 
“I’ve read your columns. The viewers are tired of your mishaps. They want something real. They want 
something romantic.”  Megan agrees. Brenda says the viewers want to be part of the action. Stu gives her a pair 
of glasses with a hidden camera in the frames. “This is the new twist,” says Brenda. “We film your dates and 
livestream them for your audience. It’s genius.”  They also gave Megan an earpiece. “And Scott is going to be 
in your ear…Honey, you need guidance.” 
Everyone is in the conference room watching Megan’s first live video streaming date. It doesn’t go well.  
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The second date, however, is a great success. He’s an actor and they are going out for a second time.  
 “The online community wants them to get together and stay together,” says Callie. Stu is dubious and thinks 
the actor is acting for the camera.  Callie jokes that Stu is jealous. Everyone laughs. On a third date, the actor 
takes off her glasses – he obviously knows it’s a camera --  and kisses her.  He holds up the frames so the 
Internet crowd sees the whole thing. The conference room staffers applaud. Brenda is pleased. Stu not so much.  

 
Meanwhile, Brenda is seeing that over-40 guy. She says they are planning to do a feature. He asks her who 
would be the woman they were dating. She says it’s undecided. He suggests she do it. She confesses she didn’t 
bring him to lunch for a business meeting. She asks him to be her date for a business party celebrating one 
million subscribers. He agrees if she will go out with him on a real date. She agrees.  
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Megan and her actor date (Jack) are also at the event. Brenda greets everyone and introduces the star of the 
hour, Megan whose dates are grabbing Internet viewers. She publicly thanks Scott for all of his help – “it’s been 
an amazing experience to work with you and your crew…I am no longer camera-shy.”  
Stu tells Megan he thinks she is making a mistake going out with Jack. He tells her she should be with him 
instead. 

 

 

 
Jack tells Megan he just booked a reality series on a day in his life kind of stuff. He has a camera in a carnation 
on his lapel. Megan realizes he has been using her and the video blog.  
On another video date, Megan is bored.  
In a live broadcast, Megan freezes and the stage manager says, “Megan, It’s Live!”  She tells the audience she is 
feeling a little discouraged today. Has a date with May coming up, but “my heart’s not in it anymore.”   
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Back in Brenda’s office, the editor tells Megan she is disappointed in her. She tells her she thought she would 
be different than the superficial model types they have used in the past. Finding love is nearly impossible and 
your job was to do the impossible, Brenda tells her. “And it still is.”  
Another video date is a disaster as well. She looks at her video.  

Megan meets Brenda in the hallway at Newsmaze. She says she spent a long time looking at her last video 
stream and she thinks she has come up with the answer: “The viewers want honest, truthful moments that they 
can relate to.” Brenda agrees and tells her Newsmaze will be behind her “no matter what.” 

 
Megan goes back to live streaming while Brenda and the crew look on. She tells the audience this is her last 
episode of my Man for Every Month blog. She tells her audience sometimes your true love is right in front of 
you. “For me, he was here at Newsmaze working right beside me all along.” She then confesses her love for 
Scott on the live video stream. Scott sees the video stream in the office. She says “If you feel the same way, 
meet me for Happy Hour for our first real date.”  They kiss and the Newsmaze staffers, watching the TV 
streaming, break out into applause. 
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2020 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Megan Collins, Brenda, Callie). Male (Scott Stewart, Justin). Group. 
Ethnicity: Black (Callie, Justin). White (Megan Collins, Brenda, Scott Stewart). Unspecified. 
Media Category: Website-Internet 
Job Title: Blogger-Columnist (Megan Collins, Callie). Editor (Brenda). Producer (Scott Stewart, Justin).  
 Miscellaneous (Newsmaze Staff).  
Description: Major: Megan Collins, Brenda, Callie, Scott Stewart, Positive 
Description: Minor: Justin, Positive. Miscellaneous, Neutral.  
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My One and Only (2019) 
Field Producer Ruth Fletcher (Susan Hogan) of the reality show, The One. Producer Donna (Roz Murray). 
Cameraman Jack (Robert Nahum Allen) and Sound Person Nancy (Jacqueline Loewen). The One Staff and 
Camera Crew.  
 

  

 
Fletcher pitches her friend Stephanie (Pescale Hutton), an executive recruiter, as a single woman to go out with 
the bachelor during the reality show, The One. Her boss, Donna, loves Stephanie because she is cynical about 
the show and thinks she will add a lot of spice to the program. After her audition and acceptance, Stephanie 
reluctantly agrees to do it – and her friend Ruth seals the deal with dinner. Then they drive up to the Aurora 
Guest Ranch in Wyoming, the destination wedding location, where the show will be videoed.  
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The entire The One technical crew is setting up for her first date – including cameraman Jack and sound person 
Nancy.  

 

 
Everywhere Stephanie and Oliver, the bachelor, go they are photographed by the crew and the producers. As 
they are videotaping, Donna is disappointed in what she is seeing. Donna says “Stephanie and Oliver get along 
well as friends, but there’s no romance, no sparks, no chemistry and without that there is no show.”  

 
When Oliver gives Stephanie a necklace, the camera crew and Donna are all poised to capture their first kiss – 
but at the last second, they turn away from each other and look at the camera and never kiss. The camera crew 
continues to follow the couple on their dates.  
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Stephanie is late to a mystery date. So Ruth and Donna go get her. It’s a hot air balloon ride and Stephanie is 
afraid of heights.  She walks away from Oliver, but later Alex convinces her to go up in the balloon with him 
and because she trusts him, she does. During the balloon ride, they kiss, and when they land Donna and the 
camera crew are shooting them.  
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Jack asks Alex to look at a fan that isn’t working in their cabin. When he shows up, he sees the editing bay and 
realizes he is part of the show.  Donna has edited the show as a choice between two bachelors, Oliver and Alex. 
Ruth sympathizes. Alex confronts Stephanie who has no idea what he is talking about. “I am a bachelor on the 
show,” he tells her. “No you’re not,” says a confused Stephanie.  He isn’t sure she is telling him the truth. “I 
don’t know who you are,” he says.  She says they are strangers so it’s no surprise.  

 

 
Ruth tells Stephanie she didn’t know anything about the “two bachelors” and she wouldn’t have allowed it if 
she did.  Stephanie says that it is fine. Ruth tells Stephanie she can walk away from the show and so will she.  
“I think I’ve had enough reality for a while,” Ruth laughs. “You love your job,” Stephanie tells her, saying she 
will finish the show as promised. 
Before the final decision on camera, Donna tells Oliver her job is to make people fall in love and “I did just that. 
Even though they don’t know it yet.” 
On the set, Donna tells both Oliver and Stephanie to relax and just say what is in their hearts. They decide to 
part as friends. At the dance later, Alex and Stephanie kiss, saying they will try to work out their lives to be 
together.  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Ruth Fletcher, Donna, Nancy). Male (Jack). Group.  
Ethnicity: Black (Jack). Asian (Nancy). White (Ruth Fletcher, Donna). Unspecified. 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Producer (Ruth Fletcher, Donna). Photojournalist (Jack). Employee (Nancy). Miscellaneous  
 (Staff). 
Description: Major: Ruth Fletcher, Donna, Positive 
Description: Minor: Jack, Nancy, Positive. Miscellaneous, Neutral 
 
 
 
My Summer Prince (2016) 
Public Relations Practitioner and Crisis Manager Deidre Kelly (Lauren Holly) and her Assistant Mandy Cooper 
(Taylor Cole). Male TV Anchor. Female TV Anchor (Voice-Over). Pack Journalists, Press Conference. Press 
Photographer (Mark Blockovich).  
 

 
PR Crisis Manager Deidre and her assistant Mandy are trying to fix rebellious royal Prince Colin’s image. When 
Deidre faces her own fiasco, Mandy finds herself with unexpected career (and romantic) opportunities. When Mandy 
is mistaken for her boss, she doesn't correct the prince's staff.  The prince is arrested in small-town Idaho for 
misbehavior, and Mandy stages a PR campaign to get good local press coverage and succeeds admirably with one 
set-up after another being televised and going viral on the Internet.  Deidre warns her about participating in the 
coverage when she is shown with the prince in a mock fight with children. She does such a great job that Deidre 
forgives her and promotes her, but love wins out and she marries the prince instead. 
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Climbing the corporate ladder is all Mandy Cooper (Taylor Cole) has time for. She wants to follow in her the 
footsteps of the boss she admires, and to do it well. Deidre Hall (Lauren Holly) runs one of the most successful PR 
firms in the country. As a result of this, many a client seek her services who look to polish their image. 
Unfortunately for Mandy, Deidre doesn’t seem to notice her capabilities. Then, into their lives walks a new client 
who is their most important yet. He’s not just wealthy, he also boasts a title, which happens to be a royal one! While 
on holiday in America, Prince Colin (Jack Turner) finds himself with something of a bad image. 
This leads his mother to Deidre’s firm. But when there’s a misunderstanding which then leads to Mandy being 
mistaken for her boss, she latches onto the opportunity. Instead while her boss is incapacitated, she plays the 
successful businesswoman, allowing her a glimpse into what it takes to be a part of this world – and somewhere 
along the way, she begins to lose her heart to a prince. 
 
NOTE: This study does not include public relations practitioners.  News Media are annotated. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2016 
Genre: Romance 
Gender: Female (Female TV Anchor). Male (Male TV Anchor, Press Photographer). Group-3 
Ethnicity: White (Female TV Anchor). Unspecified (Male TV Anchor, Press Photographer, Group-3). 
Media Category: Television-Newspaper-Internet 
Job Title: Anchor (Female TV Anchor, Male TV Anchor). Photojournalist (Press Photographer). Pack  
 Journalists. Press Conference Journalists. Unidentified News Staff. 
Description: Major: None 
Description: Minor: Female TV Anchor, Male TV Anchor, Photojournalist, Pack Journalists, Press Conference  
 Journalists, Unidentified News Staff, Neutral 
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Mystery 101: Education in Murder – Number Five in the series 
Aspiring True Crime Writer Ella Quincy (Brenna O'Brien). TV program Whodunit Narrator. 
 

 
Quincy reopens a famous murder case risking her life in the process. This young writer's research prompts the police 
to revisit a famous murder case that convicted Amy's colleague, a professor, at Elmstead, so Travis and Amy get a 
second chance at clearing the professor's name.  

 
As research for her book, Quincy interviews Professor Amy Winslow about the case and her colleague accused of 
the crime.   

 
Winslow also accompanies Quincy when she interviews the policeman who investigated the case. Ella shows up at 
Graham Winslow’s book signing to see if she can set up an interview with him. When Amy tells her he’ll talk to her 
if she tells him why she thinks the professor is innocent, she abruptly leaves, saying she has to get her book signed. 
Amy goes to see her and Ella says she has a few other avenues to check out before doing the interview with her 
father under those conditions. While waiting for a cup of tea in Ella’s apartment, Amy rifles through her notes. She 
then shows Amy a threatening note she had on her windshield. “Someone wants me to stay away from this case,” she 
says. She warns Ella to be careful.  
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It turns out Ella is linking the case to another poisoned professor who accused a student of plagiarism. Both murders 
certainly bring a new meaning to the saying “publish or perish.”  If Ella could name the murderer in her book, it 
would be a massive best-seller. Ella meets the killer and realizes who he is.  He offers to pay her off and when she 
refuses, he kills her.  Amy and the detective capture the killer and the professor is released.  

 
The film takes place in a small college town in the Pacific Northwest. Jill Wagner stars as English Professor Amy 
Winslow who specializes in mystery fiction. When murders occur, she partners with transplanted urban Detective 
Travis Burke played by Kristoffer Polaha. Also offering his take on events is Amy’s bestselling author father, 
Graham Winslow, played by Robin Thomas. 
Two years ago Amy’s colleague at Elmstead College was convicted of killing another English professor by injecting 
poison into her inhaler in order to steal a rough draft of Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn. When a young true crime 
writer, Ella Quincy, starts interviewing people involved in the case, she pulls Amy and Travis into reopening the 
cold case over the objections of the retired detective who closed the original case. As the investigation continues the 
convicted man’s wife and the husband of the murdered woman come under scrutiny. Then Amy discovers another 
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similar murder that took place five years ago. Are the cases connected? When another murder takes place, the cold 
case really heats up. Can Amy and Travis find the real murderer before someone else dies? 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2020 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Ella Quiney). Male (Narrator). 
Ethnicity: White (Ella Quiney). Unspecified (Narrator) 
Media Category: Non-Fiction Books 
Job Title: Reporter (Ella Quiney). Anchor-Host (Narrator).  
Description: Major: Ella Quiney, Positive 
Description: Minor: Narrator, Neutral 
 
 
 
 
Mystery 101: Pilot 
Student Reporter Rex Halford (Ben Sullivan) works on the college newspaper, the Elmstead Courant. Student 
Reporter Lacey Daniels (Louriza Tronco). Student Editor Josh Green (Iain Belcher).  
 

 
Student Reporter Rex Halford is killed. Another student reporter, Lacey Daniels, who has been seeing Rex, is 
threatened. Editor Josh Green hides Lacey because they both fear for her life.  The three college journalists were 
investigating the theft of test answers. 
Professor Amy Winslow (Jill Wagner), a college professor teaching whodunnit fiction, her father Graham Winslow, 
a famous crime novelist, and Detective Travis Burke (Kristoffer Polaha) get involved in the police investigation of 
the theft of a mega dollar research plant, the death of a student, disappearance of another and an alleged suicide.  
Winslow teaches English, but her favorite class is the one that focuses on mysteries. One of her star students this 
semester is Lacey, but on this particular Monday, she isn’t able to focus. Amy talks to Lacey and finds out why she 
is upset:  Her boyfriend, Rex, has been missing all weekend. Amy is concerned. She keeps calling him and getting a 
message. Then she walks into her apartment, and sees a message on her window: “Back Off.”  She erases it and runs 
to Rex’s dorm room where on the mirror is the same message: “Back Off.”  As she is calling someone, she is startled 
and starts to scream. 
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Meanwhile Amy and her TA are looking for Rex with no luck.  
Amy goes to the Elmstead Courant offices and asks to speak with Rex.  The editor is evasive with his answers and 
looks very nervous when Amy asks him about Rex and his girlfriend, Lacey. It turns out Josh Green, the editor of the 
paper, doesn’t like Rex much  -- “future Pulitzer winner in his own mind.” When Amy says you don’t like him very 
much, he tells her: “I’m the editor. All I have to like is his work.” 

 
Lacey disappears. Amy goes to Lacey’s room and sees the remnants of “Back Off” on the window. She takes a 
picture of it and goes to see Travis about the disappearances.  Amy then goes to Rex’s apartment and sees the “Back 
Off” sign untouched. Travis now is convinced to look into the matter even though he doesn’t think anything 
seriously has happened.  
Amy goes to see Britney Summers (Larissa Albuquerque), Rex’s ex-girlfriend. Britney's first encounter with English 
professor Amy Winslow regarding Rex's disappearance revealed her past relationship, with Britney also voicing 
bitterness over Rex's relationship with current girlfriend Lacey Daniels. The missing persons case became a murder 
case when Rex's body was found, and Lacey later disappears.  

 
Travis confronts Josh in his dark office, scaring him. He and Amy follow Josh to a mountain cabin. “She’s alive,” 
Amy says, looking into the window. Josh and Lacey are together. Lacy explains that she and Rex were writing a 
report on the theft of test answers, while revealing that the culprit was none other than Britney. Josh was afraid that 
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Lacey was next to be killed and hid her in his cabin. Amy asks Josh how long he has been in love with Lacey. He 
asks why it matters, and Travis tells him it matters because the star journalist broke all the stories and swept Lacey 
off her feet, and that Josh was jealous. Travis arrests Josh on suspicion of murdering Rex.  

 
As it turned out, Britney hacked into the math center and stole the test answers, which she was planning to sell. 
When she found out that Lacey was close to the truth, the evil Britney attempted to scare both her and Rex from the 
trail by writing the message "Back off" in her purple lipstick, with the message being shown on Lacey's mirror. It 
was the purple lipstick that revealed Britney as a scheming villainess. Claire Tate (Travis' protege) goes undercover 
as a student looking to buy test answers from Britney. After the transaction is made, Amy and Travis appeared and 
take Britney into custody, with Travis uncovering that Britney's scheme was a motive for Rex and Lacy's 
disappearances, as well as the former's murder. But she had an alibi for the night of the murder: she was at a sorority 
house at the time. It turns out that she didn't kill Rex, but Britney was arrested for her scheme and the real killer is 
brought to justice.  
Amy figures out that the killer’s child was dying and he needed money to take care of him. He stole a genetically 
engineered plant from the Life Science Lab created to resist climate change and potentially worth millions. She tells 
the killer, You came up with a plan that would cover your medical expenses. Rex fancied himself the next 
“Woodward and Bernstein” and started following you.  He saw you steal the plant and saw who you sold it to. 
Rather then go to the police, he came to you, to plead with you to get back the stolen plant and make things right. 
But you pushed him away. “College reporter takes down big business with corporate espionage. Rex might have 
won a Pulitzer after all.” Rex promised to keep the man out of his story, but “you didn’t believe him.” You set a 
meeting with him and shoved him off the cliff. It was murder. 
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Travis shows up just in time to take the killer to jail and ends up coming to the professor’s class to hear a guest 
lecture by her father. Lacey is also ready to begin her life again.  

 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Lacey Daniels). Male (Rex Halford, Josh Green) 
Ethnicity: White (Lacey Daniels, Rex Halford, Josh Green) 
Media Category: Newspaper 
Job Title: Cub Reporters (Lacey Daniels, Rex Halford). Editor (Josh Green).  
Description: Major: Lacey Daniels, Positive 
Description: Minor: Josh Green, Rex Halford, Positive 
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Mystery 101: Playing Dead (2019) 
Journalist (Meena Mann). Cameraman. 
 

 
Crime Fiction Professor Amy Winslow (Jill Wagner) and Detective Travis Cole (Kristoffer Polaha) have a real 
mystery of love and revenge on their hands. It all starts when Travis’ partner Claire (Sarah Dugdale) gets 
whacked on the head investigating a break-in at a pharmacy.  
Recovering in the hospital, Claire can’t remember anything except the mechanical toy chimp playing cymbals 
she glimpsed before getting hit.  
Meanwhile, another crime is about to take center stage when movie icon Bella Brightman (Rekha Sharma) 
arrives in town to star in “Shadow of Death.” Put on by the Community Theater, the play highlights revenge 
and reward, common motives of detective fiction that Amy teaches.  The TV reporter comes to interview Bella 
for a story on a famous movie star appearing in a community theater production. 

 
Amy’s graduate assistant Bud (Preston Vanderslice) is the stage manager, and her student Lacey (Louriza 
Tronco) is an actor, so Amy and many in her class attend the play on opening night. Also in the audience are 
Amy’s father and Travis, who Amy often helps solve crimes with her expertise in literary whodunits. But no 
one expects to see an actual attempted murder on stage when a fake gun appears to fire a real bullet that shatters 
a mirror near Bella.  
Now Travis must stop the performance, explaining that the theater has become a crime scene.  
With motives and suspects galore, Travis has his work cut out for him. But when Amy says she found the toy 
chimp covered with fingerprints (a lie), she solves the murder mystery and cracks the pharmacy break-in, and 
cleverly gets confessions as well. 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
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Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2019 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Female (Journalist). Male (Cameraman).  
Ethnicity: White (Journalist, Cameraman).  
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Reporter (Journalist). Photojournalist (Cameraman).  
Description Major: None 
Description Minor: Journalist, Cameraman, Positive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mystery Woman: Pilot (2005) 
Writer Jack Stenning (Robert Wagner). Investigative Reporter Mike Landry (David Bowe) working for a 
tabloid.  
 

 
Recently divorced from art gallery owner Elliot McCallister (Steven Brand), Samantha Kinsey (Martin) inherits 
her uncle Bob’s crime mystery-specialized bookshop. Jack Stenning (Robert Wagner) is Samantha's former 
literature professor and is working on a new true crime book.  
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At a book party, tabloid reporter Mike Landry shows up uninvited. Stenning tells him, “This is a book party. 
Your subscribers don’t read books.” Landry: “No, but they like gossip and trash. This room is full of it.”  
Stenning: “I can throw you out the easy way or the hard way. Either way you’re leaving.” Landry: “The hard 
way makes a better lawsuit.” Stenning: “And better publicity for my book.” Landry: “I’ll go the easy way.”  
After the reporter leaves, Stenning says to Samantha: “The problem with those tabloid reporters is the more you 
kick them, the more they like it.” His adopted daughter Tracy tells Samantha that she worries her father's pursuit 
of his latest story may turn out to be dangerous. 

 
Stenning talks to Samantha and then goes to his study. Meanwhile, Landry sneaks back into the party through 
an open window.  
At a party in his home, Jack is murdered by a surprise guest who stages Jack's death to look like a suicide.  
Jack's estranged son Tom (Troy Bishop) and his boss Lieutenant Robert Hawke (William R. Moses) investigate 
but rule it a suicide. Claiming she loved Jack despite serial adultery, his widow Mary (Joan Severance) asks 
Samantha and her friend Cassie to investigate it as a murder.  
Shortly after, Sam is the target of a break-in and sabotage convincing her that there is more to the mystery. She 
and her uncle's mysterious friend, Ian Philby (J.E. Freeman), discover that Jack's new book was connected to 
the disappearance of heiress Rebecca Carlson 10 years ago and his own murder may be linked to Carlson's 
murder.  
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Reporter Landry sneaks into Samantha’s bookstore and is subdued by Ian. When he wakes up, Sam introduces 
Ian to the reporter. She asks him what he wants. “I need to talk to you – alone,” he says to Samantha. Sam: 
“And you couldn’t just knock.” Landry: “Look, I just wanted to look around before we talked.” Sam:” Is this 
about Jack Stenning’s murder.” Landry: “I may have some information for sale if the price is right.” He reminds 
her that he was thrown out of the party but he tells her he snuck back in through a window and saw a figure run 
into an empty room, a back room, but couldn’t tell who it was. “He threw something outside into the bushes…A 
box of some kind…what makes you think I’ve got it.” Sam: “If you didn’t you wouldn’t have something to 
sell.” They exchange information about the case. He says, “Look, I have been investigating this for a couple of 
years when I hear that Jack Stenning intended to use the Rebecca Carlson disappearance for his next book.“  
Sam: “And there goes your story.”  Landry: “So I tried to talk to him. Apparently he had some physical 
evidence that proved she was murdered. Well, he didn’t want to talk to me.” Sam says so he crashed his party, 
slipped into his study to find out what Stenning knew. She asks him to get the box he found outside the window. 
She tells him its material evidence in the murder. After being threatened by Sam to bring in the police, Landry 
brings in the box. Sam notices he tried to open it but couldn’t. She expertly opens the box with Landry saying, 
“Where did you learn to do that?...come on, don’t you want to know what’s inside?” She says she already 
knows what’s inside. Nothing important.  

 

 
Samantha continues to investigate. She and a doctor re-examine the body because the coroner didn’t spend 
much time on the body since it was ruled a suicide. She confronts the killer and recreates how he committed the 
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crime – by drugging Stenning and then making it look as if he hung himself. The physical evidence was pictures 
of the murder shot by an astronomer in the area and that Stenning recognized the killer’s police car in the 
photographs and the two figures as Rebecca Carlson and the killer, a police lieutenant. After a gunfight with 
Stenning’s son and chase after Sam, Ian rescues Samantha by killing the lieutenant.  

 
 
Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2005 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Male (Jack Stenning, Mike Landry) 
Ethnicity: White (Jack Stenning, Mike Landry) 
Media Category: Books - Newspaper 
Job Title:  Reporter (Jack Stenning, Mike Landry) 
Description: Major: Jack Stenning, Positive. Mike Landry, Negative 
Description: Minor: None 
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Mystery Woman: Wild West Mystery (2006)  
News Media. Press Corps follows TV star Clint Lawson around after murder takes place at the annual "West Wild 
Days" festival. 
 

 
When former TV star Clint Lawson brings his Wild West show into town, murder becomes the featured 
attraction for bookstore owner Samantha Kinsey. Samantha is chairperson this year of Walden's annual Wild 
West Days and it's quite a coup bringing the ruggedly handsome Lawson and his band of cowboys into town for 
the event. The actor hasn't been in the limelight for years, but with a big comeback movie in the works he has 
gathered together much of the cast of his old TV show for his arena extravaganza. After Lawson stages an 
accident for publicity, Samantha learns this is not one big happy family. When somebody shoots Lawson's 
stand-in during a performance, Samantha calls upon her friends, Cassie and Philby, to help her find out which 
cowpoke pulled the trigger and why. 
Samantha, Cassie and Philby head for the cantina where the show’s cast and crew have gathered. The 
impromptu wake turns sour when Clint appears, trailed for the first time in years by the press corps. He is 
reveling in the attention, giving interviews, when Connors arrests him. The police have found an incriminating 
note in Clint’s handwriting on his stationery in the dead man’s shirt pocket. But Samantha thinks Clint was the 
intended victim so she jumps at the chance when Cassie tells her that Clint wants to talk to her. He tells her the 
supposed note was actually lines of dialogue from an old script he had given an assistant to use in the arena. But 
he either can’t or won’t produce the script. Samantha walks away disgusted by Clint’s egotism. But when 
Cassie shows her a copy of the note, she notices that the incriminating words are enclosed in quotation marks. 
Who would put quotation marks around a death threat?  
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Status: Available from Hallmark 
Viewed 
 
Type: Movies Made for Television and Miniseries 
Year: 2006 
Genre: Crime-Mystery-Thriller 
Gender: Group 
Ethnicity: Unspecified 
Media Category: Television 
Job Title: Pack Journalists 
Description: Major: None  
Description: Minor: Pack Journalists, Negative 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Tajwar Khandaker, USC ‘2021 and Image of the Journalist in Popular Culture (IJPC) Manager, 2018-2020, was indispensable in the 
annotating of the Hallmark appendices project.  


